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In this paper, seven families of vertex-intransitive locally (G,2)-arc
transitive graphs are constructed, where Sz(q)  G  Aut(Sz(q)),
q = 22k+1 for some k ∈ N. It is then shown that for any graph
Γ in one of these families, Sz(q) Aut(Γ ) Aut(Sz(q)) and that
the only locally 2-arc transitive graphs admitting an almost simple
group of Suzuki type whose vertices all have valency at least three
are (i) graphs in these seven families, (ii) (vertex transitive) 2-arc
transitive graphs admitting an almost simple group of Suzuki type,
or (iii) double covers of the graphs in (ii). Since the graphs in (ii)
have been classiﬁed by Fang and Praeger (1999) [6], this completes
the classiﬁcation of locally 2-arc transitive graphs admitting a
Suzuki simple group
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1. Introduction
Let Γ be a ﬁnite, simple, undirected graph with vertex set VΓ and edge set EΓ . For a positive
integer l, an l-walk of Γ is a sequence of vertices (α0,α1, . . . ,αl) such that αi is adjacent to αi+1 for
0  i  l − 1. If in addition αi−1 = αi+1 for 1  i  l − 1, then an l-walk is called an l-arc. If Aut(Γ )
denotes the automorphism group of Γ , then for a subgroup G  Aut(Γ ) we say that Γ is locally (G, s)-
arc transitive if Γ contains an s-arc, and, for any vertex α, the vertex stabilizer Gα acts transitively
on the s-arcs starting at α. If all vertices of Γ have valency at least two, local (G, s)-arc transitiv-
ity implies local (G, s − 1)-arc transitivity, and for this reason locally (G, s)-arc transitive graphs are
sometimes deﬁned as being transitive on all t-arcs starting at a vertex, 1  t  s (see [5]). In or-
der to avoid degenerate cases, we will assume that local (G, s)-arc transitivity implies local (G, t)-arc
transitivity for all 1 t  s as in [5]. A graph Γ is locally s-arc transitive if Γ is locally (G, s)-arc tran-
sitive for some G  Aut(Γ ). Note that any locally (G, s)-arc transitive graph that is vertex-transitive is
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for s 1 is an edge-transitive graph. Finally, the standard double cover of an undirected graph Γ with
vertex set VΓ is the undirected graph Γ˜ with vertex set VΓ × {1,2} such that two vertices (α, i)
and (β, j) are adjacent if and only if i = j and α and β are adjacent in Γ .
The study of s-arc transitive graphs (and hence locally s-arc transitive graphs) began in 1947 when
Tutte proved that there are no 6-arc transitive cubic graphs [17]. Major breakthroughs were made in
the early 1980s with the announcement of the classiﬁcation of ﬁnite simple groups. The classiﬁca-
tion allowed Weiss to prove that there are no 8-arc transitive graphs with valency at least three [18].
Locally s-arc transitive graphs themselves have received considerable attention recently (see [5,8–10,
13]) because of their connection to generalized m-gons, rank 2 geometries (see [13] for this connec-
tion and [12] for work on coset geometries of rank 2 for the Suzuki simple groups), and Moufang
polygons (see [19]), and a framework was set forth in [8] for analyzing locally s-arc transitive graphs
in the vertex-intransitive case. Of fundamental importance within this framework is the case when
the group of automorphisms acting on the graph is almost simple [8, Problem 8.3], and this paper
gives a complete classiﬁcation of locally s-arc transitive graphs admitting an almost simple group of
Suzuki type when s 2, summarized in the following deﬁnition and theorem:
Deﬁnition 1.1. Let q = 2m for an odd integer m and let j be a ﬁxed divisor of m. For p a prime and n
not divisible by p, we let o(n (mod p)) denote the order of n modulo p, that is, the smallest integer
t such that nt ≡ 1 (mod p).
(a) We say that an odd prime p satisﬁes Condition I with integer j if p = 5 or if p divides q2 + 1,
p ≡ 5 (mod 8), m′ := (p − 1)/4 divides m/ j, and o(22 j (mod p)) = 2m′ .
(b) We say that an odd prime p satisﬁes Condition II with integer j if p divides q−1, p ≡ 3 (mod 4),
m′ := (p − 1)/2 divides m/ j, and o(2 j (mod p)) =m′ .
(c) We say that two odd primes co-satisfy Condition I (respectively Condition II, or Condition I and
Condition II) if there is a common integer j for which the two primes satisfy Condition I (respec-
tively Condition II, or Condition I and Condition II).
Theorem 1.2. Let m be an odd integer, m  3, let q = 2m, r2 = 2q, and let Sz(q)  G = Sz(q) : 〈σ j〉 
Aut(Sz(q)), where j is a divisor of m. If Γ is a connected locally (G, s)-arc transitive graph for s  2 whose
vertices all have valency at least three, then s = 2 and one of the following holds:
(i) Γ is a (G,2)-arc transitive graph and was classiﬁed in [6];
(ii) Γ is the standard double cover of one of the graphs in (i);
(iii) Γ is the member of a family of bipartite graphs with two independent sets of vertices 1 and 2 , G is
transitive on 1 and 2 , respectively, and, if α ∈ 1 with valency d1 and stabilizer L := Gα and β ∈ 2
with valency d2 and stabilizer R := Gβ , then:
(1) d1 = d2 are odd primes either both dividing q + r + 1 or both dividing q − r + 1 co-satisfying Condi-
tion I with integer j = 4mLCM(d1−1,d2−1) > 1.
(2) d1 and d2 are odd primes co-satisfying Condition I with integer j = 4mLCM(d1−1,d2−1) such that d1
divides q + r + 1 and d2 divides q − r + 1.
(3) d1 = d2 is an odd prime satisfying Condition II with integer j = 2md1−1 > 1.
(4) d1 = d2 are odd primes co-satisfying Condition II with integer j = 2mLCM(d1−1,d2−1) .
(5) d1 is an odd prime satisfying Condition I with integer j = m2n−1 , d2 = 2n, and there is a subgroup
Q 1  Z(Q ) ∼= Zm2 such that |Q 1| = 2n, Q 1 is normalized by 〈σ j〉, and 〈σ j〉 acts transitively on
Q 1\{1}.
(6) d1 is an odd prime satisfying Condition II with integer j = m2n−1 , d2 = 2n, and there is a subgroup
Q 1  Z(Q ) ∼= Zm2 such that |Q 1| = 2n, Q 1 is normalized by 〈σ j〉, and 〈σ j〉 acts transitively on
Q 1\{1}.
(7) d1 = 2n1 and d2 = 2n2 (possibly d1 = d2), where n1,n2 <m, and there are subgroups Q 1 and Q 2 of
Z(Q ) ∼= Zm2 such that:
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The seven families of vertex-intransitive graphs.
Family d1 d2 j Reference
Γ1(p1, p2,G) p1 p2
4m
LCM(p1−1,p2−1) Section 5.1






Γ4(p1, p2,G) p1 p2
2m
LCM(p1−1,p2−1) Section 5.4
Γ5(p,2n,G) p 2n m2n−1 Section 5.5
Γ6(p,2n,G) p 2n m2n−1 Section 5.6
Γ7(2n1 ,2n2 , l, j,G) 2n1 2n2 m2n−1 Section 5.7
Table 2
Vertex stabilizer structure in the seven families of vertex-intransitive graphs.
Family soc(L) soc(R) L ∩ R Reference
Γ1(p1, p2,G) Zp1 Zp2 ZLCM(p1−1,p2−1) Section 5.1
Γ2(p1, p2,G) Zp1 Zp2 ZLCM(p1−1,p2−1) Section 5.2
Γ3(p,G) Zp Zp Zp−1 Section 5.3
Γ4(p1, p2,G) Zp1 Zp2 ZLCM(p1−1,p2−1) Section 5.4
Γ5(p,2n,G) Zp Zn2 Z4(2n−1) Section 5.5
Γ6(p,2n,G) Zp Zn2 Z2(2n−1) Section 5.6




2 Z2l−1 : Zm/ j Section 5.7
(a) |Q 1| = 2n1 , |Q 2| = 2n2 ;
(b) No proper subﬁeld GF(q0) of GF(q) is such that Q 1 and Q 2 are both subgroups of Z(Q (q0));
(c) Q 1 and Q 2 are both normalized by a group of the form K (2l) : 〈σ j〉 that acts transitively on both
Q 1\{1} and Q 2\{1};
(d) Q 1 and Q 2 are not conjugate by any element that normalizes K (2l) : 〈σ j〉.
These conditions are summarized in Table 1, and the information about the structure of L and R is given in
Table 2. Moreover, the conditions listed in (1)–(7) are suﬃcient conditions for a locally (G,2)-arc transitive
graph to exist, and for every graph Γ as in (iii), Sz(q) Aut(Γ ) Aut(Sz(q)).
Note that for each family, L = soc(L) : (L ∩ R) and R = soc(R) : (L ∩ R) (see Lemma 6.5), so Table 2
gives complete information about the vertex stabilizers. Also note that in Theorem 1.2(iii), (5)–(7),
our knowledge of these graphs depends on knowledge of the subgroup structure of Zm2 : Z2m−1 : Zm ,
which is diﬃcult to determine in general.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, preliminary results are given about locally s-arc
transitive graphs, and in Section 3 the Suzuki groups are formally deﬁned and results regarding these
groups that are later used are stated. In Section 4, the subgroups of Suzuki groups that are possible
vertex stabilizers are determined. In Section 5, the families of graphs listed in Theorem 1.2(iii), (1)–
(7), are formally constructed, and in Section 6 it is proved that these are the only vertex-intransitive
graphs admitting an almost simple group of Suzuki type. Finally, we determine the full automorphism
groups of these graphs in Section 7, completing the proof of Theorem 1.2, and we prove that the
graphs constructed in Section 5 are pairwise nonisomorphic.
2. Preliminary results
In this section we give some preliminary results about locally s-arc transitive graphs that will be
used in later sections.
Following [8], we let G be a group and let L, R < G be such that L ∩ R is core free in G . Let
1 = {Lx | x ∈ G} and 2 = {Ry | y ∈ G}. We deﬁne the double coset graph Γ = Cos(G, L, R) to be
the graph with vertex set VΓ = 1 ∪ 2 such that vertices Lx and Ry are adjacent if and only if
xy−1 ∈ LR (or equivalently yx−1 ∈ RL). Note that xy−1 ∈ LR if and only if Lx ∩ Ry = ∅, which, as is
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special case of a bi-coset graph, introduced in [3]. These graphs are very important in the construction
of locally (G,2)-arc transitive graphs, as seen in the following lemma:
Lemma 2.1. (See [8, Lemma 3.7].) For a group G and subgroups L, R < G such that L ∩ R is core free in G, the
graph Γ = Cos(G, L, R) satisﬁes the following properties:
(a) Γ is connected if and only if 〈L, R〉 = G;
(b) G  Aut(Γ ), and Γ is G-edge transitive and G-vertex intransitive;
(c) G acts faithfully on both 1 and 2 if and only if both L and R are core free;
(d) Γ is locally (G,2)-arc transitive if and only if L acts 2-transitively on [L : L ∩ R] and R acts 2-transitively
on [R : L ∩ R].
Conversely, if Γ is a G-edge transitive but not G-vertex transitive graph, and α and β are adjacent vertices,
then Γ ∼= Cos(G,Gα,Gβ).
Moreover, many graphs constructed in this fashion are closely related to G-vertex transitive graphs.
For any L  G (L is typically taken to be core free) and g ∈ G such that g2 ∈ L and 〈L, g〉 = G , we
deﬁne the coset graph Γ ∗ = Cos(G, L, g), where VΓ ∗ = [G : L] and vertices Lx and Ly are adjacent if
and only if xy−1 ∈ LgL. This g is typically taken to be a 2-element, i.e. an element whose order is a
power of two. Any arc-transitive graph may be expressed as such a coset graph. The relation of these
graphs to certain double coset graphs is seen in the following lemma:
Lemma 2.2. (See [5, Lemmas 2.4, 2.5].) Let L be a core free subgroup of G and let g ∈ G be such that g2 ∈ L.
Let Γ ∗ = Cos(G, L, g) and Γ = Cos(G, L, Lg). Then the following hold:
(a) Γ is isomorphic to the standard double cover of Γ ∗;
(b) Aut(Γ ) ∼= (Aut(Γ )) × C, where  = [G : L], C is a cyclic group of order two whose action exchanges
the two independent sets, and (Aut(Γ )) ∼= Aut(Γ ∗);
(c) Aut(Γ ) is transitive on the vertices of Γ ;
(d) Γ ∗ is (G,2)-arc transitive if and only if Γ is locally (G,2)-arc transitive.
Since the 2-arc transitive graphs admitting a simple group of Suzuki type were classiﬁed in [6],
the classiﬁcation of locally (G,2)-arc transitive graphs with Sz(q)  G  Aut(Sz(q)) comes down to
determining which subgroups L, R  Aut(Sz(q)) satisfy Lemma 2.1(a), (d), and then determining which
of these are actually standard double covers of (Aut(Sz(q)),2)-arc transitive graphs.
3. Suzuki simple groups
The Suzuki groups Sz(q) are an inﬁnite family of simple groups of Lie type, formally introduced
and deﬁned by Suzuki in [15,16] as subgroups of SL(4,q). Since explicit computations are needed, we
will repeat deﬁnitions and theorems from [16] and proceed as in [4] and [6]. For a concise, alternative
introduction to these groups, see [20].
Let F = GF(q) be a ﬁnite ﬁeld of q elements, where q = 2m for some odd integer m > 1. Set
r := 2(m+1)/2 so that r2 = 2q. Then the mapping θ : α → αr for α ∈ F is an automorphism of F such




1 0 0 0




⎟⎟⎠ (3.1)α41 β α 1
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GF(q)} is a group of order q2 and
(α,β)(γ , δ) = (α + γ ,αγ r + β + δ). (3.2)
Furthermore, to each k ∈ F∗ := F\{1} we associate a diagonal matrix diag[ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4] in SL(4,q),
which, as in [16], by abuse of notation we will also call k, where ξθ1 = k1+r , ξθ2 = k, ξ3 = ξ−12 , and
ξ4 = ξ−11 . Let
K (q) := {k = diag[ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4] ∣∣ k ∈ GF(q)∗}. (3.3)
Suzuki showed in [16] that K (q) is a cyclic group of order q−1 that is isomorphic to the multiplicative




0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎠ .
Clearly, τ ∈ SL(4,q), and we set
H = H(q) := 〈Q , K 〉, (3.4)
G = G(q) := 〈H, τ 〉. (3.5)
Suzuki showed in [16] that G is a simple group isomorphic to the simple group Sz(q), and |G| =
q2(q − 1)(q2 + 1). We will identify Sz(q) with this subgroup G of SL(4,q). Furthermore, for each sub-
ﬁeld GF(q′) of GF(q), we deﬁne Sz(q′), Q (q′), K (q′), and H(q′) as the subgroups of Sz(q), Q (q), K (q),
and H(q), respectively, with the parameters restricted to GF(q′). It was also shown by Suzuki in [16]
that Sz(q) has unique conjugacy classes of cyclic subgroups of orders q+ r+1 and q− r+1. It is easy
to show that q+ r + 1 and q− r + 1 are coprime and hence, since q2 + 1 = 22m + 1 is always divisible
by 5, exactly one of them is always divisible by 5, say q + δr + 1, where δ = ±1.
Now we will present information about Sz(q) that was proved in [16,4], or [6], proceeding largely
as in [4].
Lemma 3.1.
(a) [16, Theorem 7 and (35)–(37)] Q is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Sz(q), NSz(q)(Q ) = H, H ∩ Hτ = K , and
kτ = k−1,k−1(α,β)k = (αk, βk1+θ ),
for all α,β ∈ F and k ∈ K .
(b) [16, (3.2) of this paper and (35)] Z(Q ) = {(0, β) | β ∈ F}, the center of Q , is an elementary abelian
group of order q and every element of Q \Z(Q ) has order 4. Furthermore, K (q) acts transitively and
regularly on Z(Q )\{1} and on (Q /Z(Q ))\{Z(Q )} by conjugation.
(c) [16, Proposition 23] Sz(q) has a subgroup B ∼= Sz(q1), where q1 = 2n with n a divisor of m, such that
(0,1) ∈ B. There is a unique Sylow 2-group of B containing (0,1) and its center consists of all the elements
(0,α) with α ∈ GF(q1).
(d) [16, Propositions 18 and 20] For all x ∈ Q with x = x−1 (i.e. order 4 elements), x and x−1 are not
conjugate in Sz(q). Moreover, there are exactly two conjugacy classes of elements of order 4 in Sz(q), and
all cyclic subgroups of Sz(q) of order 4 are conjugate.
(e) [16, Theorem 11] The outer automorphism group of Sz(q) is isomorphic to the Galois group of GF(q)
(which is cyclic of order m), and Aut(Sz(q)) ∼= Sz(q) : 〈σ 〉, where




, for (xij) ∈ Sz(q).
(f) [16, p. 135] Sz(q) = H ∪ HτH.
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Let A1 and A2 denote cyclic subgroups of order q + δr + 1 and q − δr + 1, respectively. We will
sometimes denote by A0 a cyclic group of order q − 1 (which is conjugate in Sz(q) to K ) since many
properties of A0, A1, and A2 may be described in a uniﬁed way.
Lemma 3.3. (See [4, Lemma 2.2.10].) Let A0 , A1 , A2 be as deﬁned above. For i = 0,1,2, there is a conjugate
of Ai that is normalized by σ . Assuming now that Ai is ﬁxed and chosen so that it is normalized by σ , the
following hold:
(a) For i = 0,1,2, let Bi = NSz(q)(Ai). Then Bσi = Bi .
(b) Let p be an odd prime divisor of |Sz(q)|. Then there is a cyclic subgroup of order p, A(p)i  Ai for i = 0,1,
or 2 say, satisfying (A(p)i )
σ = A(p)i .
Lemma 3.4. (See [16, Theorem 9].) Every maximal subgroup of Sz(q) is conjugate to one of the following:
(a) H = NSz(q)(Q ), a Frobenius group of order q2(q − 1);
(b) B0 := 〈K , τ 〉 = NSz(q)(K ), a dihedral group of order 2(q − 1);
(c) Bi := NSz(q)(Ai) = Ai : 〈x〉, with Ai as above and x is an element of order 4, and |Bi | = 4|Ai | = 4(q +
(−1)i−1δr + 1), for i = 1,2;
(d) Sz(q1), where ql1 = q and l is a prime, and Sz(q1) consists of all the matrices in Sz(q) with entries in
GF(q1).
Conversely, any subgroup of Sz(q) is either isomorphic to Sz(q1), where q1 = 2n for some divisor n of m, or
conjugate in Sz(q) to a subgroup of H or Bi for some i ∈ {0,1,2}.
Lemma 3.5. (See [4, Lemma 2.2.1].) Let A be a subgroup of Sz(q) of odd order. Then, for all x ∈ Sz(q),
A ∩ Ax = 1 or A.
Moreover, if T  Bi for some i ∈ {0,1,2}, then T ∩ T x is either a 2-subgroup of T or |T : T ∩ T x| is a divisor
of 4.
Lemma 3.6. (See [4, Lemma 2.2.3].) Let z, z1, z2 ∈ Q with z = (0, β) = 1 (that is, β = 0), and let k ∈ K and
x ∈ Sz(q). Then the following hold:
(a) If z1kz2 ∈ K , then z1kz2 = k.
(b) If zx ∈ Q , then x ∈ H.
(c) Let b be a nontrivial 2-element of Sz(q). Then the centralizer CSz(q)(〈b〉) is a 2-group.
(d) Let b be a 2-element of Sz(2 j) for some divisor j of m. Then there is a 2-element x ∈ CSz(2 j)(〈b〉) such that
x /∈ Sz(2 j1 ) for any proper divisor j1 of j.
Lemma 3.7. (See [4, Lemma 2.2.4].) Let y be a 2-element of Sz(q)\H. Suppose further that y2 ∈ Q . Then
y = (τk)c for some k ∈ K and some c ∈ Q . Moreover, y2 = 1.
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in Sz(q). Then CSz(q)(x) = 〈(α,0), Z(Q )〉, where Z(Q ) = {(0, γ ) | γ ∈ F}. Moreover, since x and x−1 are not
conjugate in Sz(q), NSz(q)(〈x〉) = CSz(q)(x).
Even though 〈σ 〉 is not a subgroup of Sz(q), we will abuse notation and use, for instance,
NSz(q)(〈σ 〉) to denote the subgroup of elements in Sz(q) that normalize 〈σ 〉, i.e. NSz(q)(〈σ 〉) =
NAut(Sz(q))(〈σ 〉) ∩ Sz(q).
Lemma 3.9. Let j be a divisor of m.
(a) NSz(q)(〈σ j〉) = CSz(q)(σ j) = Sz(2 j).
(b) NSz(q)(〈(1,0),σ j〉) = 〈(1,0), Z(Q (2 j))〉.
Proof. First, for g ∈ Sz(q) we will assume that gσ = σ · σ(g) (so that gσ = σ(g)). Now, since all
elements x ∈ Sz(q) can be represented by matrices (xst) over GF(q), elementary calculation (and the
fact that σ is an automorphism) show that for all x, y ∈ Sz(q), (xy)σ = xσ yσ and (x−1)σ = (xσ )−1.
So, for x ∈ Sz(q), (σ j)x = x−1σ j x = σ j · (x−1)σ j x. If x ∈ NSz(q)(〈σ j〉), then (σ j)x must be in 〈σ j〉,
so clearly (x−1)σ j x = 1, i.e. x = xσ j . If x = (xst) as a matrix over GF(q), this implies that x2 jst = xst for
all s and t , and this happens if and only if every xst ∈ GF(2 j), i.e. if and only if x ∈ Sz(2 j).
Finally, we note that (b) follows from (a) and Lemma 3.8. 
Lemma 3.10. (See [4, Lemma 2.2.6].) Set F20 := 〈(0,1)τ , (1,0)〉. Then:
(a) F20 ∼= Z5 : Z4 , where 〈(0,1)τ 〉 ∼= Z5 and 〈(1,0)〉 ∼= Z4 .
(b) Sz(q) ∩ SL(4,2) = Sz(2) = F20 .
Lemma 3.11. (See [4, Lemma 2.2.11].) Let Sz(q) G  Aut(Sz(q)), say G = Sz(q) : 〈σ j〉 where j is a divisor
of m. Let T be a proper subgroup of G. Then either T is conjugate to a subgroup of H : 〈σ j〉 or Bi : 〈σ j〉, or
T = Sz(q1) : 〈σ j〉, where q1 = 2n for some divisor n of m. Here, H, the Bi , and Sz(q1) are as in Lemma 3.4 and
all of them are normalized by σ .
Finally, we state the following result:
Lemma 3.12. (See [11, Theorems 3.6, 3.9].)
(a) 3 does not divide |Sz(q)|.
(b) If p is an odd prime, then the Sylow p-subgroups of Sz(q) are cyclic.
4. Candidates for vertex stabilizers
In this section, we will determine which subgroups of Aut(Sz(q)) are candidates to be vertex
stabilizers L and R that satisfy Lemma 2.1(a), (d). Since Lemma 2.1(d) requires that L and R act
2-transitively on [L : L∩ R] and [R : L∩ R], respectively, our ﬁrst task is to determine which subgroups
of Aut(Sz(q)) = Sz(q) : 〈σ 〉 have a (possibly unfaithful) 2-transitive action.
A minimal normal subgroup of a nontrivial group G is a normal subgroup N = 1 of G which does
not contain properly any other nontrivial normal subgroup of G , and the socle of a group G is the
subgroup generated by the set of all minimal normal subgroups of G . We ﬁrst state the following
well-known result, which is a special case of the O’Nan–Scott Theorem:
Lemma 4.1. (See [2, Theorem 4.1B].) The socle of a ﬁnite 2-transitive group is either a regular elementary
abelian p-group (for some prime p) or a nonregular nonabelian simple group.
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following:
Lemma 4.2. Let T  Aut(Sz(q)) be a subgroup with a 2-transitive action. Then exactly one of the following
holds:
(a) soc(T ) ∼= Zp , p an odd prime dividing |Sz(q)|, p  5;
(b) soc(T ) ∼= Zn2 , nm;
(c) soc(T ) ∼= Sz(q1), where q1 = 2l for some divisor l of m.
The following lemmas characterize the subgroups with socle as in Lemma 4.2(a). Although the
next lemma is not explicitly stated in [4], it is immediate from Lemma 3.10:
Lemma 4.3. If F20 := 〈(0,1)τ , (1,0)〉, then F20 is centralized by σ .
For p a prime and n not divisible by p, we let o(n (mod p)) denote the order of n modulo p, that
is, the smallest integer t such that nt ≡ 1 (mod p).
Note that when soc(T ) = Zp , the socle acts regularly, i.e. the 2-transitive action of T can be iden-
tiﬁed with the action of T on Zp . Hence we will need T to act transitively on Zp\{1} by conjugation.
Conditions for this are given in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.4. (See [6, Lemma 6.1].) Let Sz(q) G = Sz(q) : 〈σ j〉 Aut(Sz(q)) for some divisor j of m. Suppose
that p(= 5) is an odd prime divisor of |Ai| and that Z is a subgroup of Ai of order p for some i ∈ {0,1,2}.
Then NG(Z) = Bi : 〈σ j〉. Moreover, Bi : 〈σ j〉 is transitive on Z\{1} (by conjugation) if and only if the following
hold:
(a) If i = 1 or 2, then p must satisfy Condition I with integer j.
(b) If i = 0, then p must satisfy Condition II with integer j.
Furthermore, in both cases the smallest ﬁeld GF(q′) such that GF(2 j) GF(q′) GF(q) and p divides |Sz(q′)|
is when q′ = 2 jm′ , where m′ = (p − 1)/4 if p divides q2 + 1 and m′ = (p − 1)/2 if p divides q − 1.
Lemma 4.5. (See [4, Lemmas 6.2.1 and 6.2.3].) Let G, a prime p = 5, and Zp  Bi : 〈σ j〉 be as in Lemma 4.4.
There exists T  G such that T = Zp : Zp−1 , where Zp−1 is generated by a 2-element of Bi and σ j . Further-
more, we may choose B0 = K : 〈τ 〉 or B0 = A0 : 〈(0,1)〉 (where A0 is a cyclic group of order q − 1 that is a
conjugate of K ) and Bi = Ai : 〈(1,0)〉 if i = 1 or 2.
Proof. The ﬁrst part of this lemma is proved in [4], and the last part is implicit there. To see that we
may choose those particular Bi , we note simply that the Sylow 2-subgroup V of Bi must commute
with σ j , i.e. V  Sz(2 j) (Lemma 3.9), and all groups of order 2 (respectively order 4) within Sz(2 j)
are conjugate by an element of Sz(2 j) (Lemma 3.1). 
The subgroups with socle as in part (b) of Lemma 4.2 are more diﬃcult to classify. However, we
may give necessary conditions for these subgroups to exist. Since all Sylow 2-subgroups are conjugate
in Sz(q), for at least one of our groups we may assume that our socle lies within Z(Q ) (Lemma 3.1).
From there, we may assume that our subgroup satisﬁes the following conditions:
Lemma 4.6. (See [4, Lemmas 3.2.6, 7.1.1, 7.1.2, 7.1.4 and 7.1.5].) Let T  Aut(Sz(q)) be a subgroup with a
2-transitive action such that soc(T ) ∼= Zn2 , nm. If T < H, then we may assume the following:
(a) T = Q 1 : K1 : 〈σ j〉, where Q 1 is elementary abelian with order 2n, Q 1  Z(Q ), K1  K , j|m, and K1 :
〈σ j〉 is transitive on Q 1\{1} by conjugation.
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(c) Let S = Q 1 : K1 = T ∩ Sz(q) and suppose S acts 2-transitively on [S : K1]. Then n|m and K1 = K (2n).
(d) Let S = Q 1 : K1 = T ∩ Sz(q) and suppose S does not act 2-transitively on [S : K1]. Let GF(2l) be the
minimal subﬁeld of GF(q) such that K1  K (2l), and let d := (2n − 1)/(2l − 1). Then l is a divisor of
GCD(n,m), m/ j is divisible by d, and GF(2l)[ξ ] = GF(q) for any (0, ξ) ∈ Q 1\{1}.
It should be noted that the primary diﬃculty is that two subgroups of Z(Q ) : K : 〈σ j〉 may have
equivalent 2-transitive representations but may not be conjugate in Aut(Sz(q)). In principle, we need
to ﬁnd all subgroups that have 2-transitive representations of degree 2n; in practice, this is quite
diﬃcult, and our ﬁnal results are based on the assumption that all these subgroups are known.
5. Seven families of graphs
In this section, we will construct seven different families of locally (G,2)-arc transitive graphs,
where Sz(q) G  Aut(Sz(q)).
5.1. Family 1
Let G := Sz(q) : 〈σ j〉, where q = 2m and suppose p1 and p2 are distinct odd primes co-satisfying
Condition I with integer j = 4m/ LCM(p1 − 1, p2 − 1) > 1 such that both p1 and p2 either both
divide q + r + 1 or both divide q − r + 1. Note that, by Lemma 4.4, GF(q) is the smallest subﬁeld
GF(q′) of GF(q) containing GF(2 j) such that p1 and p2 both divide |Sz(q′)|. The conditions here on m,
and conditions like them for subsequent families, are to ensure that we have connected graphs (see
Lemma 5.3 below).
By Lemma 4.5, there exists a subgroup Bi : 〈σ j〉, where Bi = Ai : 〈(1,0)〉, i = 1 or 2. Fix such a




i be the unique cyclic subgroups of Ai of order p1 and p2, respectively.
Finally, we will present some deﬁnitions from [6]. Let Gen(GF(2 j)) := {ξ ∈ GF(2 j) | GF(2)[ξ ] =
GF(2 j)}, i.e. the set of generators of GF(2 j)∗ , and let (α) := α〈σ 〉 (here σ is viewed as the Frobenius
automorphism of GF(2 j)).
Lemma 5.1. (See [6, Lemma 4.5].) Suppose that q = 2m, where m is odd, and suppose that σ is the Frobenius
automorphism of GF(q) and Gen(GF(q)) and (α) are as deﬁned above. If α ∈ Gen(GF(q)), then:
(a) |(α)| =m.
(b) α + 1 ∈ Gen(GF(q)) and (α + 1) = (α).
Now deﬁne an equivalence relation ∼ on Gen(GF(2 j)) as follows: for α,β in Gen(GF(2 j)), we say
that α ∼ β if β ∈ (α)∪(α+1). Deﬁne T to be a set of representatives of the equivalence classes of
Gen(GF(2 j)) under ∼, and deﬁne X1 := {(0,α) | α ∈ T }. Note that X1 may be viewed as a subset of a
transversal of the space of double cosets 〈(0,1),σ 〉\〈Z(Q (2 j)),σ 〉/〈(0,1),σ 〉. The characterization of
X1 as a subset of a transversal of a space of double cosets (and subsequent similar characterizations
for the families that follow) will be used in Section 7 to show that the graphs constructed are pairwise
nonisomorphic.
Deﬁnition 5.2. Γ1(p1, p2,G) := {Cos(G, L, R) | L = A(p1)i : 〈(1,0),σ j〉, R = (A(p2)i )x : 〈(1,0),σ j〉,
x ∈ X1}.
Lemma 5.3. If L = A(p1)i : 〈(1,0),σ j〉 and R = (A(p2)i )x : 〈(1,0),σ j〉, where x ∈ X1 , then 〈L, R〉 = G.
Proof. By Lemma 3.4, the only possibility is that 〈L, R〉 = Sz(q0) : 〈σ j〉, where GF(q0) is a proper
subﬁeld of GF(q). Since (0,1) ∈ 〈L, R〉, if S is the Sylow 2-subgroup of 〈L, R〉 containing (0,1), then by
Lemma 3.1(c) the center of S is Z = {(0,α) | α ∈ GF(q0)}. Because all groups of order p2 are conjugate
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i contains (1,0), there must exist
y ∈ NSz(q0)(〈(1,0)〉) = 〈(1,0), Z(Q (q0))〉 = 〈(1,0), Z〉 such that (A(p2)i )y = (A(p2)i )x . We may assume
that y ∈ Z , since otherwise y = (1,α) = (1,0)(0,α) for some α ∈ GF(q0), and (A(p2)i )y = (A(p2)i )(0,α) .
Hence there exists α ∈ GF(q0) such that y = (0,α). Now, y is an involution, so (A(p2)i )xy = A(p2)i ,
and so xy ∈ NSz(q)(A(p2)i ) = Bi . By construction, xy has order 1 or 2 (it is the product of commuting
involutions) and xy commutes with (1,0). However, the only elements of order 1 or 2 that commute
with (1,0) in Bi are 1 and (0,1). If xy = 1, then x = y = (0,α). If xy = (0,1), then x = y(0,1) =
(0,α + 1). By deﬁnition of x and Lemma 5.1, α ∈ Gen(GF(2 j)), so GF(2 j) is a subﬁeld of GF(q0). By
construction, GF(q) is the smallest subﬁeld GF(q′) of GF(q) containing GF(2 j) such that p1 and p2
both divide |Sz(q′)|. Hence q0 = q, and so 〈L, R〉 = G , as desired. 
Lemma 5.4. Using the above notation, if Γ ∈ Γ1(p1, p2,G), then:
(a) Γ is a locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph with vertex valencies p1 and p2;
(b) Γ is connected;
(c) Γ is not vertex-transitive and is not the standard double cover of a (G,2)-arc transitive graph.
Proof. By construction, L∩ R = 〈(1,0),σ j〉 and, also by construction and Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5, L and R
act 2-transitively on [L : L∩R] and [R : L∩R], respectively. Furthermore, by Lemma 5.3, 〈L, R〉 = G , and
therefore, by Lemma 2.1, Γ = Cos(G, L, R) is a connected locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph. Finally,
since Γ is not regular (p1 = p2), clearly Γ is not vertex-transitive and is not a standard double cover
of a (G,2)-arc transitive graph. 
Example 5.5. Let m = 63, q = 2m = 263, j = 7, p1 = 13, and p2 = 37. Using GAP [7], we see that
both 13 and 37 are congruent to 5 modulo 8, both divide 263 − 232 + 1 (and hence both divide
q2 + 1 = 2126 + 1), both (13 − 1)/4 = 3 and (37 − 1)/4 = 9 divide m/ j = 9, and o(214 (mod 13)) =
2 · (13 − 1)/4 = 6, o(214 (mod 37)) = 2 · (37 − 1)/4 = 18. Thus, by Lemma 5.4, if G = Sz(263) : 〈σ 7〉,
Γ1(13,37,G) is a family of connected locally (G,2)-arc transitive graphs with vertex valencies 13
and 37.
5.2. Family 2
Let G := Sz(q) : 〈σ j〉, where q = 2m and suppose p1 and p2 are distinct odd primes co-satisfying
Condition I with integer j = 4m/ LCM(p1 − 1, p2 − 1) such that p1 divides q + δr + 1 and p2 divides
q− δr+1, where δ = ±1 such that 5 divides q+ δr+1. Note that, by Lemma 4.4, GF(q) is the smallest
subﬁeld GF(q′) of GF(q) containing GF(2 j) such that p1 and p2 divide |Sz(q′)|. Note also that p1 = p2
since GCD(q − r + 1,q + r + 1) = 1.
By Lemma 4.5, there exists a subgroup B1 : 〈σ j〉, where B1 = A1 : 〈(1,0)〉. Fix such a subgroup B1.
Similarly, there exists a subgroup B2 : 〈σ j〉, where B2 = A2 : 〈(1,0)〉. Fix such a subgroup B2. Let A(p1)1
and A(p2)2 be the unique cyclic subgroups of A1 and A2, respectively, of orders p1 and p2. Finally, we
will deﬁne X2 the same way we deﬁned X1: deﬁne T to be a set of representatives of the equivalence
classes of Gen(GF(2 j)) under ∼, and deﬁne X2 := {(0,α) | α ∈ T }. Note that X2 may be viewed as a
subset of a transversal of the space of double cosets 〈(0,1),σ 〉\〈Z(Q (2 j)),σ 〉/〈(0,1),σ 〉, and that if
j = 1 then X2 = {1}.
Deﬁnition 5.6. Γ2(p1, p2,G) := {Cos(G, L, R) | L = A(p1)1 : 〈(1,0),σ j〉, R = (A(p2)2 )x : 〈(1,0),σ j〉,
x ∈ X2}.
Lemma 5.7. If L = A(p1)1 : 〈(1,0),σ j〉 and R = (A(p2)2 )x : 〈(1,0),σ j〉, where x ∈ X2 , then 〈L, R〉 = G.
Proof. Proof is the same as that of Lemma 5.3. 
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(a) Γ is a locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph with vertex valencies p1 and p2;
(b) Γ is connected;
(c) Γ is not vertex-transitive and is not the standard double cover of a (G,2)-arc transitive graph.
Proof. By construction, L∩ R = 〈(1,0),σ j〉 and, also by construction and Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5, L and R
act 2-transitively on [L : L∩R] and [R : L∩R], respectively. Furthermore, by Lemma 5.7, 〈L, R〉 = G , and
therefore, by Lemma 2.1, Γ = Cos(G, L, R) is a connected locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph. Finally,
since Γ is not regular (p1 = p2), clearly Γ is not vertex-transitive and is not a standard double cover
of a (G,2)-arc transitive graph. 
Example 5.9. Let m = 3, q = 2m = 23, j = 1, p1 = 5, and p2 = 13. We see that 5 satisﬁes Condition I
and 13 is congruent to 5 modulo 8, 13 divides 23 + 22 + 1 (and hence 13 divides q2 + 1 = 26 +
1), (13 − 1)/4 = 3 divides m/ j = 3, and o(22 (mod 13)) = 2 · (13 − 1)/4 = 6, and so 5 and 13 co-
satisfy Condition I with integer j. Thus, by Lemma 5.8, if G = Sz(23) : 〈σ 〉, Γ2(5,13,G) is a family
of connected locally (G,2)-arc transitive graphs with vertex valencies 5 and 13. Furthermore, since
j = 1, X2 = {1}, and so Γ2(5,13,G) consists of a single graph.
5.3. Family 3
Let G := Sz(q) : 〈σ j〉, where q = 2m and suppose p is an odd prime satisfying Condition II with
integer j = 2m/(p − 1) > 1. (Note that since p satisﬁes Condition II, this implies that m > (p − 1)/2.)
Since m = j · (p−1)/2, by Lemma 4.4 GF(q) is the smallest subﬁeld GF(q′) of GF(q) containing GF(2 j)
such that p divides |Sz(q′)|.
By Lemma 4.5, there exists a subgroup B0 : 〈σ j〉, where B0 = A0 : 〈(0,1)〉. (We note that A0 is a
conjugate of K in Sz(q), and so general results about the structure of K may be used.) Let A(p)0 be
the unique cyclic subgroup of A0 of order p. Deﬁne Q j,3 := {(α,β) ∈ Q (2 j) | α = 0,1 and either α ∈
Gen(GF(2 j)) or β ∈ Gen(GF(2 j))}. Now we deﬁne an equivalence relation ∼3 on Q j,3 as follows: for
(α,β), (γ , δ) ∈ Q j,3, we say that (α,β) ∼3 (γ , δ) if (γ , δ) ∈ (α,β)〈σ 〉〈(0,1)〉. Deﬁne X3 to be a set of
representatives of the equivalence classes of Q j,3 under ∼3. Note that X3 may be viewed as a subset
of a transversal of the space of double cosets 〈(0,1),σ 〉\〈Q (2 j),σ 〉/〈(0,1),σ 〉.
Deﬁnition 5.10. Γ3(p,G) := {Cos(G, L, R) | L = A(p)0 : 〈(0,1),σ j〉, R = (A(p)0 )x : 〈(0,1),σ j〉, x ∈ X3}.
Lemma 5.11. If L = A(p)0 : 〈(0,1),σ j〉 and R = (A(p)0 )x : 〈(0,1),σ j〉, where x ∈ X3 , then 〈L, R〉 = G.
Proof. Proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 5.3. 
Lemma 5.12. Using the above notation, if Γ ∈ Γ3(p,G), then:
(a) Γ is a locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph that is regular of valency p;
(b) Γ is connected;
(c) Γ is not G-vertex transitive and is not the standard double cover of a (G,2)-arc transitive graph.
Proof. By construction, L ∩ R = 〈(0,1),σ j〉 and, also by construction and Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5, L and
R act 2-transitively on [L : L∩ R] and [R : L∩ R], respectively. Furthermore, by Lemma 5.11, 〈L, R〉 = G ,
and therefore, by Lemma 2.1, Γ = Cos(G, L, R) is a connected locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph that
is not G-vertex transitive.
To show that Γ is not a standard double cover of a (G,2)-arc transitive graph, we must show that
there is no 2-element g ∈ G (e.g. g ∈ Sz(q)) such that Lg = R and g2 ∈ L.
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the only possibilities are that x2 = 1 or x2 = (0,1). However, if x2 = 1, then x ∈ Z(Q (2 j)), and if
x2 = (0,1), then x ∈ 〈Z(Q (2 j)), (1,0)〉 (this follows from Eq. (3.2) and Lemma 3.2), which are both
contradictions to the choice of x. Hence x2 /∈ L.
We now show that there is no 2-element g ∈ Sz(q) such that R = Lg and g2 ∈ L. Suppose, on the
contrary, that such a g does exist. Then Lx = R = Lg , so Lgx−1 = L and we may assume further that
(L ∩ R)gx−1 = L ∩ R , i.e. gx−1 ∈ B0 ∩ Q (2 j) = 〈(0,1)〉. We know that g = x from above, so g = (0,1)x
and g2 = ((0,1)x)2 = x2 /∈ L by construction, so this does not happen.
Therefore, there is no 2-element g in G such that Lg = R and g2 ∈ L, and so Γ cannot be the
standard double cover of a (G,2)-arc transitive graph. 
Example 5.13. Let m = 33 = 3 · 11, p = 23, j = 3, and q = 2m = 233. Let G = Sz(q) : 〈σ 3〉. Note that
23 ≡ 3 (mod 4), 23 divides q − 1, m′ = (23− 1)/2 = 11 =m/ j, and o(23 (mod 23)) = 11 =m′ . Hence,
by Lemma 5.12, there exists a family Γ3(23,G) of connected locally (G,2)-arc transitive graphs that
are regular of valency 23 but not G-vertex transitive nor standard double covers a (G,2)-arc transitive
graph.
5.4. Family 4
Let G := Sz(q) : 〈σ j〉, where q = 2m and suppose p1 and p2 are distinct odd primes co-satisfying
Condition II with integer j = 2m/ LCM(p1 − 1, p2 − 1). Note that, by Lemma 4.4, GF(q) is the smallest
subﬁeld GF(q′) of GF(q) containing GF(2 j) such that p1 and p2 both divide |Sz(q′)|.
By Lemma 4.5, there exists a subgroup B0 : 〈σ j〉, where B0 = A0 : 〈(0,1)〉 and A0 is a conjugate in




0 be the unique cyclic subgroups of A0 of orders
p1 and p2, respectively. Deﬁne Q j,4 := {(α,β) ∈ Q (2 j) | α ∈ Gen(GF(2 j)) or β ∈ Gen(GF(2 j))}. Deﬁne
X4 to be a set of representatives of the equivalence classes of Q j,4 (excluding the equivalence class
of the identity) under ∼3, where ∼3 is as deﬁned above. Note that X4, like X3, may be viewed as
a subset of a transversal of the space of double cosets 〈(0,1),σ 〉\〈Q (2 j),σ 〉/〈(0,1),σ 〉, and if j = 1,
then we get a representative of Q (2) = 〈(1,0)〉/〈(0,1)〉, say (1,0), in X4.
Deﬁnition 5.14. Γ4(p1, p2,G) := {Cos(G, L, R) | L = A(p1)0 : 〈(0,1),σ j〉, R = (A(p2)0 )x : 〈(0,1),σ j〉,
x ∈ X4}.
Lemma 5.15. If L = A(p1)0 : 〈(0,1),σ j〉 and R = (A(p2)0 )x : 〈(0,1),σ j〉, where x ∈ X4 , then 〈L, R〉 = G.
Proof. Proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 5.3. 
Lemma 5.16. Using the above notation, if Γ ∈ Γ4(p1, p2,G), then:
(a) Γ is a locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph with vertex valencies p1 and p2;
(b) Γ is connected;
(c) Γ is not vertex-transitive and is not the standard double cover of a (G,2)-arc transitive graph.
Proof. By construction, L ∩ R = 〈(0,1),σ j〉 and, also by construction and Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5, L and
R act 2-transitively on [L : L∩ R] and [R : L∩ R], respectively. Furthermore, by Lemma 5.15, 〈L, R〉 = G ,
and therefore, by Lemma 2.1, Γ = Cos(G, L, R) is a connected locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph. Fi-
nally, since Γ is not regular (p1 = p2), clearly Γ is not vertex-transitive and is not a standard double
cover of a (G,2)-arc transitive graph. 
Example 5.17. Let m = 33, q = 2m = 233, j = 1, p1 = 7, and p2 = 23. Using GAP [7], we see that both
7 and 23 are congruent to 3 modulo 4, both divide 233 − 1, both (7− 1)/2 = 3 and 23−12 = 11 divide
m/ j = 33, and o(2 (mod 7)) = (7−1)/2 = 3, o(2 (mod 23)) = (23−1)/2 = 11. Thus, by Lemma 5.16, if
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valencies 7 and 23. Moreover, since j = 1, we note that X4, as deﬁned above, consists of a single
element: a representative for 〈(1,0)〉, say (1,0), and hence Γ4(7,23,G) consists of a single graph Γ .
5.5. Family 5
Let G := Sz(q) : 〈σ j〉, where q = 2m and suppose n is an integer, 1< n <m, and p is an odd prime
satisfying Condition I with integer j = m/(2n − 1). This construction and the ones that follow are
slightly different from the previous ones in that they depend on knowledge of the subgroup structure
of Z(Q ) : K : 〈σ 〉, which is very diﬃcult to determine in practice.
Deﬁnition 5.18. nl, j := {Q 1  Z(Q ) | Q K (2
l):〈σ j〉
1 = Q 1, K (2l) : 〈σ j〉 is transitive on Q 1\{1}, |Q 1| =
2n}.
Assume that n1, j is nonempty. Note that when l = 1, as it does here, K (2) = 1.
By Lemma 4.5, there exists a subgroup Bi : 〈σ j〉, where Bi = Ai : 〈(1,0)〉, i = 1 or 2. Fix such a
subgroup Bi . Let A
(p)
i be the unique cyclic subgroup of Ai of order p. Furthermore, since (0,1)
σ =
(0,1) and 〈σ j〉 is transitive on Q 1\{1} (Lemma 4.6(d)), 〈(1,0)〉 ∩ Q 1 = 1 for any Q 1 ∈ n1, j .
Finally, deﬁne an equivalence relation ∼5 on n1, j as follows: for Q 1 and Q 2 in n1, j , Q 1 ∼5 Q 2 if
Q 2 ∈ Q 〈σ 〉1 . Deﬁne ˜n1, j to be a set of representatives of the equivalence classes. Note that if Q 1, Q 2 ∈
˜n1, j and Q 1 = Q 2, then Q 1 and Q 2 are not conjugate by any element of 〈(1,0),σ 〉 = NSz(q):〈σ 〉(A(p)i :
〈(1,0),σ j〉) ∩ NSz(q):〈σ 〉(〈(1,0),σ j〉).
Deﬁnition 5.19. Γ5(p,2n,G) := {Cos(G, L, R) | L = A(p)i : 〈(1,0),σ j〉, R = Q 1 : 〈(1,0),σ j〉, Q 1 ∈ ˜n1, j}.
Lemma 5.20. Using the above notation, if Γ ∈ Γ5(p,2n,G), then:
(a) Γ is a locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph with vertex valencies p and 2n;
(b) Γ is connected;
(c) Γ is not vertex-transitive and is not the standard double cover of a (G,2)-arc transitive graph.
Proof. By construction, L ∩ R = 〈(1,0),σ j〉 and, also by construction and Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5, L and
R act 2-transitively on [L : L ∩ R] and [R : L ∩ R], respectively. Furthermore, by Lemma 4.6, GF(q) is
the smallest subﬁeld GF(q0) of GF(q) such that Sz(q0) contains Q 1. Hence 〈L, R〉 = G . Finally, since
Γ is not regular (p = 2n), clearly Γ is not vertex transitive and is not a standard double cover of a
(G,2)-arc transitive graph. 
Example 5.21. Let m = 3, q = 23, p = 5, j = 1 and n = 2. By deﬁnition, p = 5 satisﬁes Condition I for
any integer, so certainly p satisﬁes Condition I for j = 1. Now, the polynomial x3 + x+1 is irreducible
over GF(2). Let ξ be a root of x3 + x+1 = 0. As in [6, Example 7.5], we let G := Sz(23) : 〈σ 〉, and since
ξσ




∣∣ β ∈ {0, ξ, ξ2, ξ + ξ2}}.
Let L := F20 ×〈σ 〉 ∼= 〈(0,1)τ 〉 : 〈(1,0),σ 〉. Furthermore, let R := Q 1 : 〈(1,0),σ 〉. Therefore, Cos(G, L, R)
is a locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph with vertex valencies 5 and 4, and Γ5(5,22,G) is nonempty.
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Let G := Sz(q) : 〈σ j〉, where q = 2m and suppose n is an integer, 1< n <m, and p is an odd prime
satisfying Condition II with integer j = m/(2n − 1), and assume that n1, j is nonempty. Note again
that when l = 1, as it does here, K (2) = 1.
By Lemma 4.5, there exists a subgroup B0 : 〈σ j〉, where B0 = A0 : 〈(0,1)〉 and A0 is a conjugate
in Sz(q) of K . Fix such a subgroup B0. Let A
(p)
0 be the unique cyclic subgroup of A0 of order p.
Furthermore, since (0,1)σ = (0,1), 〈(0,1)〉 ∩ Q 1 = 1 for any Q 1 ∈ n1, j .
Let ˜n1, j be as deﬁned in Section 5.5. Note that if Q 1, Q 2 ∈ ˜n1, j and Q 1 = Q 2, then Q 1 and Q 2
are not conjugate by any element of 〈(0,1),σ 〉 = NSz(q):〈σ 〉(A(p)0 : 〈(0,1),σ j〉) ∩ NSz(q):〈σ 〉(〈(0,1),σ j〉).
Deﬁnition 5.22. Γ6(p,2n,G) := {Cos(G, L, R) | L = A(p)0 : 〈(0,1),σ j〉, R = Q 1 : 〈(0,1),σ j〉, Q 1 ∈ ˜n1, j}.
Lemma 5.23. Using the above notation, if Γ ∈ Γ6(p,2n,G), then:
(a) Γ is a locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph with vertex valencies p and 2n;
(b) Γ is connected;
(c) Γ is not vertex-transitive and is not the standard double cover of a (G,2)-arc transitive graph.
Proof. By construction, L ∩ R = 〈(0,1),σ j〉 and, also by construction and Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5, L and
R act 2-transitively on [L : L ∩ R] and [R : L ∩ R], respectively. Furthermore, by Lemma 4.6, GF(q) is
the smallest subﬁeld GF(q0) of GF(q) such that Sz(q0) contains Q 1. Hence 〈L, R〉 = G . Finally, since
Γ is not regular (p = 2n), clearly Γ is not vertex transitive and is not a standard double cover of a
(G,2)-arc transitive graph. 
Example 5.24. Let m = 3, q = 23, p = 7, j = 1 and n = 2. Elementary calculation shows that p = 7
satisﬁes Condition II for j = 1. Now, the polynomial x3 + x + 1 is irreducible over GF(2). Let ξ be a
root of x3 + x + 1 = 0. As in [6, Example 7.5], we let G := Sz(23) : 〈σ 〉, and since ξσ 2 = ξ4 = ξ2 + ξ ,




∣∣ β ∈ {0, ξ, ξ2, ξ + ξ2}}.
Let L := A(7)0 : 〈(0,1),σ 〉. (Note that since (0,1) normalizes A(7)0 , A(7)0 is a conjugate of K , but
A(7)0 = K .) Furthermore, let R := Q 1 : 〈(0,1),σ 〉. Therefore, Cos(G, L, R) is a locally (G,2)-arc tran-
sitive graph with vertex valencies 7 and 4, and Γ6(7,22,G) is nonempty.
5.7. Family 7
Let G := Sz(q) : 〈σ j〉, where q = 2m and suppose n1 and n2 integers, 1< n1,n2 <m, such that n1l, j
and n2l, j are nonempty for integers l and j dividing m. Note that we are allowing for the possibility
here that n1 = n2. Among the subgroups contained in nl, j , we may deﬁne an equivalence relation ∼7,
where Q 1 ∼7 Q 2 if and only there exists x ∈ G such that Q x1 = Q 2 and (K (2l) : 〈σ j〉)x = K (2l) : 〈σ j〉.
Deﬁne nl, j to be a set of representatives of the equivalence classes of 
n
l, j under ∼7. We will assume
that the set nl, j is ﬁxed henceforth, i.e. the representatives of the equivalence classes are unique.
Lemma 5.25. If l > 1, NSz(q):〈σ 〉(K (2l) : 〈σ j〉) = K (2LCM(l, j)) : 〈τ ,σ 〉.
Proof. Note ﬁrst that if l = 1, then K (2l) = 1, and this case is essentially covered by Lemma 3.9. It is
clear that N = NSz(q)(K (2l) : 〈σ j〉)  K : 〈τ ,σ 〉, and, furthermore, it is easy to see that σ ,τ ∈ N . The
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K (2l) : 〈σ j〉. Now, (σ j)k = k−1σ jk = σ j · (k−1)σ j k = σ j · (k−1)2 j−1, which implies that (k−1)2 j−1 ∈
K (2l), and so k2
j−1 ∈ K (2l). The only such k are elements of K (2LCM(l, j)), and, conversely, any k in
K (2LCM(l, j)) works. 
Let N(l, j) := NSz(q):〈σ 〉(K (2l) : 〈σ j〉). We note that when l = 1, by Lemma 3.9, N(1, j) = Sz(2 j) : 〈σ 〉.
When l > 1 (i.e. nontrivial K part), by Lemma 5.25, N(l, j) = K (2LCM(l, j)) : 〈τ ,σ 〉.
For subgroups Q 1 and Q 2 of Z(Q ), we will let N1 := NN(l, j)(Q 1) and N2 := NN(l, j)(Q 2). Finally,
we deﬁne X(Q 1, Q 2) to be a transversal of the space of double cosets N2\N(l, j)/N1. Note that
X(Q 1, Q 2) is always nonempty since τ ∈ X(Q 1, Q 2).
Deﬁnition 5.26. Γ7(2n1 ,2n2 , l, j,G) := {Cos(G, L, R) | L = Q 1 : K (2l) : 〈σ j〉, R = Q x2 : K (2l) : 〈σ j〉, Q 1 ∈

n1
l, j, Q 2 ∈ n2l, j, n1  n2, Q 1 = Q 2, x ∈ X(Q 1, Q 2), 〈L, R〉 = G}.
A couple of notes about this deﬁnition. First, n1  n2 is a largely superﬂuous condition included
only to avoid overcounting, i.e. two “different” families that are actually the same family of graphs.
Moreover, if 〈L, R〉 < G , by construction G0 := 〈L, R〉 = Sz(q0) : 〈σ j〉, where GF(q0) is a proper subﬁeld
of GF(q). In this case, Cos(G0, L, R) is a connected locally (G0,2)-arc transitive graph. In other words,
if our graph is disconnected, it is very easy to “drop down” to a smaller ﬁeld to get a connected
component if we wish.
Lemma 5.27. Using the above notation, if Γ ∈ Γ7(2n1 ,2n2 , l, j,G), then:
(a) Γ is a locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph with vertex valencies 2n1 and 2n2 ;
(b) Γ is connected;
(c) Γ is not G-vertex transitive and is not the standard double cover of a (G,2)-arc transitive graph.
Proof. Let Γ = Cos(G, L, R) ∈ Γ7(2n1 ,2n2 , l, j,G). By construction, L ∩ R = K (2l) : 〈σ j〉, and L and R
are 2-transitive on [L : L∩ R] and [R : L∩ R], respectively. Also by assumption, we have that 〈L, R〉 = G ,
so Γ is a connected locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph.
Finally, that Γ is not G-vertex transitive is obvious from construction. Suppose, on the other hand,
that Γ is the standard double cover of a (G,2)-arc transitive graph. This can only happen if Γ is
regular, i.e. if n1 = n2 = n. Then R = Lg for some g ∈ G , where g /∈ L, g2 ∈ L. Let L = Q 1 : K (2l) : 〈σ j〉
and R = Q x2 : K (2l) : 〈σ j〉. Then Q g1 = Q x2 and (L ∩ R)g = L ∩ R , and so Q 1 is conjugate to Q 2 by
some element that normalizes L ∩ R = K (2l) : 〈σ j〉 (namely, gx−1). This implies that Q 1 and Q 2 are
in the same equivalence class of nl, j , a contradiction to Q 1 = Q 2 in our construction. Hence Γ is not
a standard double cover, as desired. 
Example 5.28. As constructed in [6, Example 7.7], if G = Sz(2219) : 〈σ 3〉, there is a subgroup R  G
such that R = Q τ1 : K (23) : 〈σ 3〉, where |Q 1| = 29 and K (23) : 〈σ 3〉 acts transitively on Q 1\{1}. Now,
let L = Z(Q (23)) : K (23) : 〈σ 3〉. Clearly, K (23) : 〈σ 3〉 normalizes Z(Q (23)) and acts transitively on
Z(Q (23))\{1}. Furthermore, 〈L, R〉 = G . Hence Γ = Cos(G, L, R) is a locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph
with vertex valencies 23 and 29, and hence Γ7(23,29,3,3,G) is nonempty.
Example 5.29. By [6, Example 7.5], Sz(23) : 〈σ 〉 contains a subgroup Q 1 : 〈σ 〉 such that Q 1 
Z(Q (23)), |Q 1| = 22, and 〈σ 〉 acts transitively on Q 1\{1}. Furthermore, by [6, Example 7.6], Sz(27) :
〈σ 〉 contains a subgroup Q 2 : 〈σ 〉 such that Q 2  Z(Q (27)), |Q 2| = 23, and 〈σ 〉 acts transitively on
Q 2\{1}.
Now let G = Sz(221) : 〈σ 〉. Since the ﬁeld automorphism is always the same, σ restricts down
to the subgroups Sz(23) and Sz(27) in the natural way. Indeed, even though, for instance, σ has
order 21 here, σ 3 acts as the identity on Sz(23), and σ 7 acts as the identity on Sz(27). Viewing
the above groups Q 1 and Q 2 as subgroups of Sz(221), we let L := Q 1 : 〈σ 〉 and R := Q τ2 : 〈σ 〉. By
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ﬁeld containing both GF(23) and GF(27) is GF(221), we have 〈L, R〉 = G . Therefore, if Γ = Cos(G, L, R),
then Γ is a connected locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph with vertex valencies 22 and 23, and hence
Γ7(22,23,1,1,G) is nonempty.
The ﬁrst two examples here are graphs that have two different vertex valencies. However, it is also
very possible for there to be a locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph Γ that is regular of valency 2n that
is not a (G,2)-arc transitive graph nor a standard double cover of a (G,2)-arc transitive graph.
Example 5.30. By [6, Example 7.6], we see that one generator of GF(27)∗ is a root of the irreducible
polynomial x7+x+1. Call this element ξ . Clearly then ξ satisﬁes ξ8 = ξ2+ξ , and it is easy to see that
Q 1 := 〈(0, ξ), (0, ξ2), (0, ξ4)〉 ∼= Z32 , and 〈σ 〉 normalizes this group and acts transitively on Q 1\{1}.
Note that x7 + x3 + 1 is also an irreducible polynomial over GF(2). Let ν be a root of
this polynomial. Then ν ∈ GF(27), ν8 = ν4 + ν , and simple computation shows that Q 2 :=
〈(0, ν), (0, ν2), (0, ν4)〉 ∼= Z32 , and 〈σ 〉 normalizes this group and acts transitively on Q 2\{1}.
Suppose now that x7 + x + 1 and x7 + x3 + 1 share a common root, say ρ . Then ρ7 + ρ + 1 =
ρ7 + ρ3 + 1, i.e. ρ3 + ρ = ρ(ρ + 1)2 = 0. Since neither 0 nor 1 satisfy these equations, there are no
common roots of these equations. Noting that all elements of the form ξ2
i
satisfy x7 + x+ 1 = 0 (the
square of a polynomial is the same as the sum of the squares of individual terms) and all elements
of the form ν2
i
satisfy x7 + x3 + 1 = 0, we conclude that Q 1 ∩ Q 2 = 1.
Deﬁne L := Q 1 : 〈σ 〉 and R ′ := Q 2 : 〈σ 〉. If L and R ′ are conjugate subgroups, there must be an
element k ∈ K such that Q k1 = Q 2 and 〈σ 〉k = 〈σ 〉, i.e. k ∈ NSz(27)(〈σ 〉) = F20. However, K ∩ F20 = 1,
so no such k can exist. Thus L and R ′ are not conjugate subgroups of G = Sz(q) : 〈σ 〉, and so L and
R := (R ′)τ = Q τ2 : 〈σ 〉 are not conjugate subgroups of G . Clearly, 〈L, R〉 = G , and, since L ∩ R = 〈σ 〉, L
and R act 2-transitively on [L : L ∩ R] and [R : L ∩ R], respectively. Hence Γ := Cos(G, L, R) is a con-
nected locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph that regular of valency 23 and is neither G-vertex transitive
graph nor the standard double cover of a (G,2)-arc transitive graph, and hence Γ7(23,23,1,1,G) is
nonempty.
6. Classiﬁcation of the graphs
In this section, we will show that all locally (G,2)-arc transitive graphs whose vertices all have
valency at least 3 that are not (G,2)-arc transitive graphs and are not standard double covers of
(G,2)-arc transitive graphs were constructed in Section 5, where Sz(q) G  Aut(Sz(q)).
First, we will brieﬂy discuss the locally (G,2)-arc transitive graphs with a vertex of valency 1 or 2.
Suppose that Γ is a locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph with vertex valencies 2 and k 3. The following
theorems completely classify these graphs:
Theorem 6.1. (See [8, Theorem 3.12].) Let Γ be a locally (G,2s)-arc transitive graph with vertex valencies 2
and k, where k 3 and s 1. Then Γ is locally (G,2s + 1)-arc transitive.
Theorem 6.2. (See [8, Corollary 3.11].) The connected locally (G,2s + 1)-arc transitive graphs with vertex
valencies 2 and k, where k 3, are in 1−1 correspondence with the connected (G, s+1)-arc transitive graphs
of valency k.
Note that the 1−1 correspondence given by Theorem 6.2 is given by taking the incidence graph of
a (G, s+ 1)-arc transitive graph Γ of valency k, i.e. the bipartite graph Γ2 with VΓ2 = VΓ ∪ EΓ , and
e ∈ EΓ is adjacent to α ∈ VΓ in Γ2 if and only if α is incident with e in Γ .
Since the (G,2)-arc transitive graphs where G is an almost simple group of Suzuki type were
classiﬁed in [6], the locally (G,2)-arc transitive graphs with vertex valencies 2 and k 3 have already
been classiﬁed. Moreover, every ﬁnite connected graph whose vertices all have valency 2 is a cycle,
and by [8, Lemma 5.3], every locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph that contains a vertex of valency 1
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have valency at least 3.
We will now eliminate the pairs (L, R) of these vertex stabilizers that do not occur or are actually
standard double covers of (G,2)-arc transitive graphs.
Lemma 6.3. Suppose l divides m, l > 1, and let H0 = H(2l). Then NAut(Sz(q))(H0) = H0 : 〈σ 〉.
Proof. First, since Sz(q) is simple, NSz(q)(H0)  H , and so we may assume that g = xσ j , where x ∈
H and 1  j  m. Since H = Q : K (Lemma 3.1), we may let x = (α,β)k, where α,β ∈ GF(q) and
k ∈ K . Furthermore, since σ is a ﬁeld automorphism, Hσ0 = H0, so x ∈ NSz(q)(H0). Now, (1,0) ∈ H0, so
(1,0)x ∈ H0. Thus, by Lemma 3.1,
(1,0)x = (1,0)(α,β)k = (k, (αr + α)k1+r).
This element must be in H0, so k ∈ K (2l). Furthermore, since Hx0 = H(α,β)k0 = H0, H(α,β)0 = Hk
−1
0 = H0.
Let k0 ∈ K (2l) H0, k0 = 0,1 (when, by abuse of notation, as viewed as an element of GF(2l)). Thus
k(α,β)0 ∈ H0, and hence
k−10 · k(α,β)0 ∈ k−10 H0 = H0.
Since k−10 · k(α,β)0 = (α(k0 + 1),αr+1k0 + αr+1kr+10 + β(1 + kr+10 )), we have α(k0 + 1) ∈ GF(2l). Since
k0 = 0,1, α ∈ GF(2l). Similarly, we get β ∈ GF(2l) as well. Hence (α,β) ∈ Q (2l), and therefore g ∈ H0 :
〈σ 〉, as desired. 
Lemma 6.4. Suppose Γ = Cos(G, L, R) where Sz(q)  G  Aut(Sz(q)) and L = Sz(q0) : 〈σ j〉  G, where
q0 = 2l for some l dividing m, l > 1, and j divides m. Then Γ is not a connected locally (G,2)-arc transitive
graph.
Proof. First, we note that the only 2-transitive action of L is on q20 + 1 points, i.e. on the cosets of
H0 = H(q0). Thus the only possibility is that L ∩ R = H0 : 〈σ j〉. Similarly, R must act 2-transitively on
the cosets in R of H0 : 〈σ j〉, and our only possibility is that R ∼= Sz(q0) : 〈σ j〉. However, noting that L
and L ∩ R are normalized in Aut(Sz(q)) by Sz(q0) : 〈σ 〉 and H0 : 〈σ 〉, respectively (Lemma 3.1(e) and
Lemma 6.3), there is a unique conjugate of Sz(q0) : 〈σ 〉 that contains a given H0 : 〈σ 〉. Hence L = R ,
and 〈L, R〉 = L < G , and hence Γ is not a connected graph. Therefore, no connected locally (G,2)-arc
transitive graphs exist with a vertex stabilizer whose socle is isomorphic to a Suzuki group. 
Together, Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 6.4 tell us that for any locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph, where
Sz(q) G  Aut(Sz(q)), the valency of any vertex is either an odd prime or a power of 2. Moreover,
we may now easily prove the following.
Lemma 6.5. Let Γ = Cos(G, L, R) be a locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph, where Sz(q)  G  Aut(Sz(q)).
Then L = soc(L) : (L ∩ R) and R = soc(R) : (L ∩ R).
Proof. Without a loss of generality, it suﬃces to prove the result for L. By Lemma 2.1, we may assume
that L = Gα for some vertex α and R = Gβ for some vertex β adjacent to α. First, by Lemmas 4.2
and 6.4, we conclude that soc(L) is elementary abelian, and soc(L) acts regularly on the neighbors
of α. Thus we may identify soc(L) with the neighbors of α. By Lemma 2.1, Γ is locally (G,2)-arc
transitive only if L acts 2-transitively [L : L ∩ R]. Since |L : L ∩ R| = | soc(L)|, we conclude that |L| =
| soc(L)| · |L ∩ R|, and since soc(L) is normal in L, L = soc(L) : (L ∩ R), as desired. 
Lemma 6.6. SupposeΓ1 = Cos(G, L1, R1) andΓ2 = Cos(G, L2, R2) are connected locally (G,2)-arc transitive
graphs with vertex valencies d1 and d2 such that L2  L1 and R2  R1 . Then Γ1 ∼= Γ2 .
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socles of vertex stabilizers lie entirely within U = Sz(q) (and act regularly on the neighbors of the
vertex), we note that both Γ1 and Γ2 are connected locally (U ,1)-arc transitive graphs, and thus, if
L′i = Li ∩ U and R ′i = Ri ∩ U for i = 1,2, by Lemma 2.1 Γ1 ∼= Cos(U , L′1, R ′1) and Γ2 ∼= Cos(U , L′2, R ′2).
Since both graphs have the same vertex valencies, L2  L1, and R2  R1, by Lemma 4.2, soc(L2) =
soc(L1) and soc(R2) = soc(R1). By the above work and Lemma 6.5, it suﬃces to show that L′1 ∩ R ′1 =
L′2 ∩ R ′2. If either d1 or d2 is odd, then by Lemmas 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 we may choose both L′1 ∩ R ′1 and
L′2 ∩ R ′2 to be 〈(1,0)〉 or both to be 〈(0,1)〉, and hence Γ1 ∼= Γ2.
If both of d1 and d2 are even, then, by Lemma 4.6, we may choose L′1 ∩ R ′1 = K1  K and L′2 ∩
R ′2 = K2  K . Since L′2 ∩ R ′2  L′1 ∩ R ′1, K2  K1. Clearly, K1  NU (soc(L1)), K1  NU (soc(R1)), and
K1  NU (K2) (since both are subgroups of K ). Thus K1 normalizes L′2 and R ′2, and, so, if L′2 is the
stabilizer of vertex α and R ′2 the stabilizer of vertex β in Γ2, K1  Uαβ = K2. Hence K1 = K2, and
therefore Γ1 ∼= Γ2, as desired. 
This shows that our choice of vertex stabilizers is determined completely once their socles are
known.
We will now proceed by considering ﬁrst the case when at least one vertex has valency an odd
prime.
Lemma 6.7. Let q = 2m for an odd integer m and let j be a ﬁxed divisor of m. If an odd prime p satisﬁes
Condition I (or Condition II) with integer j and m′ is as deﬁned in Deﬁnition 1.1, then GCD(m′, j) = 1.
Proof. Let d = GCD(m′, j). Then there exist integers n1 and n2 such that m′ = dn1 and j = dn2. We
will assume ﬁrst that p satisﬁes Condition I, so m′ = (p − 1)/4. Note that
(
22 j
)2n1 = 24dn1n2 = 2(p−1)n2 ≡ 1 (mod p).
Since p satisﬁes Condition I with integer j, o(22 j (mod p)) = 2m′ . Hence 2m′ divides 2n1, i.e. m′
divides n1. However, by deﬁnition, n1 is a divisor of m′ . Therefore, m′ = n1, and so d = 1, as desired.
If p satisﬁes Condition II, then m′ = (p − 1)/2, and we note that
(
2 j
)2n1 = 22dn1n2 = 2(p−1)n2 ≡ 1 (mod p).
Since p satisﬁes Condition II with integer j, o(2 j (mod p)) =m′ , p ∼= 3 (mod 4) (i.e. m′ is odd), and m′
divides 2n1, we conclude that m′ divides n1. However, by deﬁnition, n1 is a divisor of m′ . Therefore,
m′ = n1, and so d = 1, as desired. 
Lemma 6.8. Let Sz(q)  G  Aut(Sz(q)) and suppose that Γ = Cos(G, L, R) is a regular locally (G,2)-arc
transitive graph with valency p, an odd prime dividing q2 +1. Then Γ is the standard double cover of a (G,2)-
arc transitive graph.
Proof. We will assume that Γ is connected, i.e. that 〈L, R〉 = G . By Lemmas 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5, soc(L) ∼=
soc(R) ∼= Zp , and by Lemmas 4.3, 4.5, and 6.5, we may let L = L1 : 〈(1,0),σ j〉 and R = R1 : 〈(1,0),σ j〉,
where L1 and R1 are cyclic of order p, and j = 4m/(p − 1). Noting that GCD(q − r + 1,q + r + 1) = 1,
we have that each of L1, R1 are subgroups of a cyclic group of the same order, say q + δr + 1. Now,
since all subgroups of order q+δr+1 are conjugate in Sz(q) (Lemma 3.4), we have that L1 and R1 are
conjugate, so there exists g ∈ Sz(q) such that Lg1 = R1. Moreover, their normalizers must be conjugate
as well, so, in particular, we may assume that 〈(1,0)〉g = 〈(1,0)〉. By Lemma 3.8, g ∈ 〈(1,0), Z(Q )〉.
If g ∈ Z(Q ), then g has order 2, and by Lemma 2.2, Γ is the standard double cover of a (G,2)-arc
transitive graph. If g /∈ Z(Q ), then g = (1, δ) for some δ ∈ GF(q), δ = 0 since 〈L, R〉 = G . But then
g = (1,0)(0, δ), so
R = Lg = L(1,0)(0,δ) = L(0,δ),
and, again by Lemma 2.2, Γ is the double cover of a (G,2)-arc transitive graph. 
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p2 , where p1 and p2 are odd primes such that p1 divides q − 1, p2 divides q2 + 1.
Proof. Assume that such a graph Γ exists. Noting that GCD(q−1,q2+1) = 1, p1 = p2. Since it cannot
be vertex transitive, by Lemma 2.1, Γ = Cos(G, L, R), where soc(L) ∼= Zp1 and soc(R) ∼= Zp2 . Now,
since p2 divides q2 +1, by Lemmas 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5, R contains an element of order 4 that, without a
loss of generality, we may assume to be (1,0). Since R acts 2-transitively on [R : L∩ R] by Lemma 2.2,
(1,0) ∈ L ∩ R . Now, L  NG(L), which is a maximal subgroup in G . However, by Lemma 3.4, NG(L)
contains no element of order 4, a contradiction. Therefore, no such graph can exist. 
Lemma 6.10. Suppose that p1 and p2 are two distinct odd primes such that p1 and p2 either both divide
q + r + 1 or both divide q − r + 1 and co-satisfy Condition I with integer j. Then there exists a locally (G,2)-
arc transitive graph with vertex valencies p1 and p2 , where Sz(q) G  Aut(Sz(q)) if and only if j > 1.
Proof. Let G = Sz(q) : 〈σ j〉. Assume p1 and p2 co-satisfy Condition I with integer j and, without a
loss of generality, that both divide q + r + 1. By Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5, we may select L′  Bi : 〈σ 〉,
where i = 1 or 2, such that L′ ∼= Zp1 : Zp1−1, and we may select R ′  Bi : 〈σ 〉 as well such that
R ′ ∼= Zp2 : Zp2−1. Furthermore, we may specify that L′ = A(p1)i : 〈(1,0),σ j〉, where A(p1)i  Ai is cyclic
of order p1, and R ′ = A(p2)i : 〈(1,0),σ j〉, where A(p2)i is deﬁned similarly.
Suppose ﬁrst that j = 1. Now, NSz(q)(〈(1,0),σ 〉) = NSz(2)(〈(1,0)〉) = 〈(1,0)〉 (Lemma 3.9(b)), so the
subgroup Ai is the unique subgroup of order q+ r + 1 normalized by 〈(1,0),σ 〉, and thus there is no
way to select R such that 〈L, R〉 = G and L, R are both normalized by 〈(1,0),σ 〉. Hence there is no
such connected graph Γ .
Suppose now that j > 1. In this case, NSz(q)(〈(1,0),σ j〉) = 〈(1,0), Z(Q (2 j))〉 (Lemma 3.9(b)).
Choose x ∈ Z(Q (2 j))\Bi such that x is not contained in Z(Q (2n)) for any proper divisor n of j, which
we can do since 〈(0,1)〉 < Z(Q (2 j)) and no involutions of Bi commute. Let L = A(p1)i : 〈(1,0),σ j〉
and R = (A(p2)i )x : 〈(1,0),σ j〉. Then we see that 〈L, R〉 = G (Lemma 5.3) and Γ = Cos(G, L, R) is a
connected locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph, as desired. 
Corollary 6.11. The only locally (G,2)-arc transitive graphs with vertex valencies p1 and p2 , where p1 and p2
are two distinct odd primes such that either p1 and p2 both divide q+ r+1 or both p1 and p2 divide q− r+1,
and p1 and p2 co-satisfy Condition I with integer j and G = Sz(q) : 〈σ j〉, are members of Γ1(p1, p2,G).
Proof. Suppose Γ is such a graph. By Lemma 6.10 and its proof, we have that j > 1, and we
may select L = A(p1)i : 〈(1,0),σ j〉 and R = (A(p2)i )x : 〈(1,0),σ j〉, where x ∈ Z(Q (2 j))\Bi (choos-
ing x = (1, δ) = (1,0)(0, δ) ∈ NSz(q)(〈(1,0),σ j〉) = 〈(1,0), Z(Q (2 j))〉 for some δ ∈ GF(2 j) yields the
same graph as choosing x = (0, δ)). If x is contained in Z(Q (2n)) for a proper divisor n of j,
since GCD( p1−14 · p2−14 , j) = 1 (Lemma 6.7), there is no way that 〈L, R〉 can contain all of Sz(2 j),
i.e. 〈L, R〉 < G and the graph is not connected. Finally, suppose y is in the same double coset of
〈(0,1),σ 〉\〈Z(Q (2 j)),σ 〉/〈(0,1),σ 〉 as x. Then y = g2xg1, where g2 normalizes A(p2)i : 〈(1,0),σ j〉
and g1 normalizes L. Thus (A
(p2)
i )




)= Cos(G, Lg1 , Rg1)∼= Cos(G, L, R) ∼= Γ.
Since, by construction, every such double coset is accounted for, we have constructed every possible
graph. 
Lemma 6.12. Suppose Γ is a locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph with vertex valencies p1 and p2 , where p1
and p2 are two distinct odd primes co-satisfying Condition Iwith integer j such that p1 divides q+ δr + 1, p2
divides q − δr + 1, and G = Sz(q) : 〈σ j〉. Then Γ is a member of Γ2(p1, p2,G).
Proof. Proof is analogous to the proof of Corollary 6.11. 
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locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph with valency p, an odd prime dividing q − 1. If m = (p − 1)/2, then Γ is
the standard double cover of a (G,2)-arc transitive graph.
Proof. Suppose such a graph Γ exists that is regular of valency p, an odd prime dividing q − 1, and
m = (p − 1)/2. Without a loss of generality, by Lemma 4.5, we may assume that Γ = Cos(G, L, R),
where L = K (p) : 〈τ ,σ j〉, where K (p)  K is a subgroup of order p. Since p satisﬁes Condition II with
integer j, (p − 1)/2 =m must divide m/ j, and we have j = 1 and σ ∈ L. Now, since Γ is regular of
valency p, again by Lemma 4.5, L ∼= R , and by Lemma 2.1, L ∩ R = 〈τ ,σ 〉. Since L and R are conjugate
in G (Lemma 3.4), and σ ∈ L, there exists g ∈ Sz(q) such that Lg = R and (L ∩ R)g = L ∩ R , i.e. τ g = τ
and σ g = σ (τ and σ commute, Lemma 3.9). Now, by Lemma 3.6(c), the centralizer in Sz(q) of τ
is a 2-group, and by Lemma 3.9 the centralizer in Sz(q) of σ is precisely Sz(2) = F20, as deﬁned in
Lemma 3.10. It is easy to see that CSz(q)(τ )∩ CSz(q)(σ ) = 〈ρ〉, where |〈ρ〉| = 4 and ρ2 = τ . Since g /∈ L,
g ∈ {ρ,ρ−1}, and, regardless, g is a 2-element such that g2 = τ ∈ L. Therefore, by Lemma 2.2, Γ is
the standard double cover of a (G,2)-arc transitive graph. 
Lemma 6.14. Suppose Γ is a locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph that is regular of valency p, where p divides
q − 1 and G = Sz(q) : 〈σ j〉. If Γ is neither (G,2)-arc transitive nor the standard double cover of a (G,2)-arc
transitive graph, then Γ is a member of Γ3(p,G).
Proof. Proof is analogous to that of Corollary 6.11. 
Lemma 6.15. Suppose Γ is a locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph with vertex valencies p1 and p2 , where p1
and p2 are two distinct odd primes co-satisfying Condition II with integer j and G = Sz(q) : 〈σ j〉. Then Γ is a
member of Γ4(p1, p2,G).
Proof. Proof is analogous to that of Corollary 6.11. 
Lemma 6.16. Let Sz(q) G  Aut(Sz(q)) and suppose that Γ = Cos(G, L, R) is a locally (G,2)-arc transitive
graph with vertex valencies p, an odd prime, and 2n. Let α be a vertex with valency 2n and L = Gα  H : 〈σ 〉.
Then L ∩ K = 1.
Proof. Let Γ be such a graph. By Lemma 4.6, we may choose L = Q 1 : K1 : 〈σ j〉, where Q 1 is elemen-
tary abelian with order 2n , Q 1  Z(Q ), K1  K , j divides m, and K1 : 〈σ j〉 is 2-transitive on Q 1\{1}
by conjugation. Since L acts 2-transitively on [L : L ∩ R], L ∩ R = K1 : 〈σ j〉. First, note that if p divides
q2 + 1, we may select R  Bi : 〈σ 〉, where i = 1 or 2, and K ∩ Bi = 1 for i = 1 or 2. Second, if p
divides q − 1 and K1 is not trivial, then we must choose R such that R ∩ K = 1, i.e. we must choose
R  K : 〈τ ,σ 〉. By Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5, τ ∈ L ∩ R . However, τ /∈ L, a contradiction. Therefore, in
either case, K1 = 1, and L ∩ K = 1. 
Lemma 6.17. Suppose Γ is a locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph with vertex valencies p and 2n, where p is an
odd prime satisfying Condition I with integer j and G = Sz(q) : 〈σ j〉. Then Γ is a member of Γ5(p,2n,G).
Proof. Suppose Γ is such a graph. By Lemmas 4.3, 4.5, and 6.16, we may select L = A(p)i : 〈(1,0),σ j〉,
where A(p)i  Ai , i = 1 or 2. Now, since L ∩ R = 〈(1,0),σ j〉, R = R1 : 〈(1,0),σ j〉, where R1 is ele-
mentary abelian of order 2n . Now, since 〈R1, (1,0)〉 < G and R1 is a 2-group, we have that R1  Q .
Moreover, since R1 is elementary abelian, R1  Z(Q ). Since (1,0) commutes with R1, it must be that
〈σ j〉 normalizes R1 and is transitive on R1\{1}, i.e. R1 ∈ n1, j . By Lemma 4.6(d), m/ j is divisible by
2n − 1 and any (0, ξ) ∈ R1\{1} is such that GF(2)[ξ ] = GF(q). Since 〈σ j〉 is transitive on R1\{1} and
|R1\{1}| = 2n − 1, we conclude that
(0, ξ)σ
j(2n−1) = (0, ξ2 j(2n−1))= (0, ξ).
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j =m/(2n − 1). Therefore, Γ ∈ Γ5(p,2n,G), as desired. 
Lemma 6.18. Suppose Γ is a locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph with vertex valencies p and 2n, where p is an
odd prime satisfying Condition II with integer j and G = Sz(q) : 〈σ j〉. Then Γ is a member of Γ6(p,2n,G).
Proof. Proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 6.17. 
Lemma 6.19. Let Sz(q)  G  Aut(Sz(q)) and suppose that L  H : 〈σ 〉 as in Lemma 4.6, i.e. L = Q 1 : K1 :
〈σ j〉, where Q 1  Z(Q ) and K1  K . Suppose further that R  G is such that 〈L, R〉 = G and R is conjugate
to L in Sz(q), and let Γ = Cos(G, L, R) be a locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph. Then Γ is a standard double
cover of a (G,2)-arc transitive graph.
Proof. L and R are conjugate in Sz(q), so there is x ∈ Sz(q) such that Lx = R . Note that since Γ is
locally (G,2)-arc transitive, we may choose x such that (L ∩ R)x = (K1 : 〈σ j〉)x = L ∩ R = K1 : 〈σ j〉. We
also may assume that K1 = K (2l) for some l dividing m (Lemma 4.6(b)). Moreover, since 〈L, R〉 = G ,
x /∈ H .
First, if K1 = 1, then x ∈ NSz(q)(K1), and x /∈ H implies that x = τk, k ∈ K . By Lemma 3.7, x is an
involution, and by Lemma 2.2, we are done.
Now assume K1 = 1. Since 〈σ j〉x = 〈σ j〉, x ∈ Sz(q0), where q0 = 2 j (Lemma 3.9). Let H0 = H ∩
Sz(q0), Q 0 = Q ∩ Sz(q0), and K0 = K ∩ Sz(q0).
Since Sz(q0) = H0 ∪ H0τH0 (Lemma 3.1(f)), x ∈ H0τH0. Since H0 = Q 0 : K0, we have x =
(α1, β1)k1τ (α2, β2)k2, where α1, β1,α2, β2 ∈ GF(q0), (α1, β1), (α2, β2) ∈ Q 0, and k1,k2 ∈ K0. If
(α3, β3) = (α2, β2)k2 ∈ Q 0, then we have:
x = (α1, β1)k1τ (α2, β2)k2
= (α1, β1)k1τk2(α3, β3)
= (α1, β1)τk−11 k2(α3, β3)





Let g = (τk−11 k2)(α3,β3) , which is an involution by Lemma 3.7. Since c = (α1, β1) · (α3, β3) ∈ Q 0, c
normalizes 〈σ j〉 and commutes with Q 1  Z(Q ). Thus R = Lx = Lcg = Lg , and L and R are conjugate
by an involution. Again, we are done by Lemma 2.2. 
Lemma 6.20. If Sz(q) G  Aut(Sz(q)), with G = Sz(q) : 〈σ j〉, then there exists a connected locally (G,2)-
arc transitive graph Γ with vertex valencies 2n1 and 2n2 (possibly with n1 = n2) that is neither G-vertex
transitive nor a standard double cover of a (G,2)-arc transitive graph if and only if there exist subgroups Q 1
and Q 2 of Z(Q ) and an integer l dividing m satisfying all of the following:
(a) No proper subﬁeld GF(q0) of GF(q) is such that both Q 1, Q 2  Z(Q (q0)).
(b) Q 1 ∈ n1l, j .
(c) Q 2 ∈ n2l, j .
(d) Q 1 and Q 2 are not conjugate in H : 〈σ j〉 by any element that normalizes K (2l) : 〈σ j〉.
Proof. First, suppose that such a Q 1, Q 2, and K (2l) : 〈σ j〉 exist. Let L = Q 1 : K (2l) : 〈σ j〉, R = Q τ2 :
K (2l) : 〈σ j〉, and Γ = Cos(G, L, R). Since (K (2l) : 〈σ j〉)τ = K (2l) : 〈σ j〉, K (2l) : 〈σ j〉 normalizes Q τ2
and acts transitively on Q τ2 \{1}. Clearly, by Lemma 3.4, the only proper subgroup of Sz(q) that could
contain both Q 1 and Q τ2 is Sz(q0), where GF(q0) is a proper subﬁeld of GF(q), and, by assumption,
we know this does not happen. Hence 〈L, R〉 = Sz(q) : 〈σ j〉 = G , and by Lemma 2.1, Γ is connected.
Finally, since L∩R = K (2l) : 〈σ j〉, by assumption L and R act 2-transitively on [L : L∩R] and [R : L∩R],
respectively. Thus Γ is a locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph (Lemma 2.1). Furthermore, Γ is G-vertex
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Lg = R and g2 ∈ L, which we know to be false since Q 1 and Q 2 (and hence Q 1 and Q τ2 ) are not
conjugate in G by an element normalizing K (2l) : 〈σ j〉.
Now suppose that there exists a connected locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph Γ with vertex valen-
cies 2n1 and 2n2 that is not G-vertex transitive or a standard double cover of a (G,2)-arc transitive
graph. By Lemma 2.1, Γ ∼= Cos(G, L, R) for subgroups L, R of G . Without a loss of generality, we may
choose L to be a subgroup of H : 〈σ j〉 of the form Q 1 : K (2l) : 〈σ j〉, where Q 1  Z(Q ), |Q 1| = 2n1 ,
and l divides m. Since L acts 2-transitively on [L : L ∩ R], we have that L ∩ R = K (2l) : 〈σ j〉. Now,
since all Sylow 2-subgroups of Sz(q) are conjugate, there exists x ∈ Sz(q) such that Rx  H : 〈σ j〉
and L ∩ R = (L ∩ R)x (since the normalizers of the Sylow 2-subgroups are unique). Moreover,
Rx = Q 2 : K (2l) : 〈σ j〉, and since there is a vertex of valency 2n2 , |Q 2| = 2n2 . Since Γ is connected,
〈L, R〉 = G , and so no proper subﬁeld GF(q0) of GF(q) can be such that Z(Q (q0)) contains both Q 1
and Q 2; otherwise, the largest subgroup L, R can generate is Sz(q0) : 〈σ j〉. Finally, if Q 1 and Q 2 are
conjugate in H : 〈σ j〉 by some element normalizing K (2l) : 〈σ j〉, then L and R are conjugate in G , so
by Lemma 6.19, Γ is a standard double cover of a (G,2)-arc transitive graph, a contradiction. 
Corollary 6.21. Suppose that Γ is a locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph with vertex valencies 2n1 and 2n2 . If
Γ is neither a (G,2)-arc transitive graph nor the standard double cover of a (G,2)-arc transitive graph, then
Γ ∈ Γ7(2n1 ,2n2 , l, j,G) for some l, j.
Proof. Suppose that Γ is such a graph. Since it is neither (G,2)-arc transitive nor the standard double
cover of a locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph, by Lemma 6.20 there exist subgroups Q 1 and Q 2 of Z(Q )
and an integer l dividing m such that no proper subﬁeld GF(q0) of GF(q) is such that both Q 1, Q 2 
Z(Q (q0)), Q 1 ∈ n1l, j , Q 2 ∈ n2l, j , and Q 1 and Q 2 are not conjugate in H : 〈σ j〉 by any element of
that normalizes K (2l) : 〈σ j〉. Without a loss of generality, we may additionally assume that Q 1 ∈ n1l, j
and Q 2 ∈ n2l, j . By the proof of Lemma 6.20, Γ = Cos(G, L, R), where L = Q 1 : K (2l) : 〈σ j〉 and R =
Q x2 : K (2l) : 〈σ j〉 for some x ∈ Sz(q) such that (L ∩ R)x = L ∩ R . Suppose that y ∈ N2xN1, with N1
and N2 as deﬁned in Section 5.7. Then there exists g ∈ N1 and h ∈ N2 such that hy = xg . Letting
R ′ = Q y2 : K (2l) : 〈σ j〉, we have:
Γ = Cos(G, L, R) ∼= Cos(G, Lg, Rg)= Cos(G, L, Rx−1hy)= Cos(G, L, R ′).
Since the construction of Family 7 accounts for a representative of each double coset of N2\G/N1,
Γ ∈ Γ7(2n1 ,2n2 , l, j,G), as desired. 
Theorem 6.22. Let Sz(q) G = Sz(q) : 〈σ j〉 Aut(Sz(q)). If Γ is a locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph whose
vertices all have valency at least 3 that is neither a (G,2)-arc transitive graph nor the standard double cover
of a (G,2)-arc transitive graph, then Γ is a member of one of the seven families constructed in Section 5.
Proof. Noting that we have checked all possibilities within the lemmas of Section 6, the result fol-
lows. 
Corollary 6.23. If Sz(q) G  Aut(Sz(q)), then there are no locally (G,3)-arc transitive graphswhose vertices
all have valency at least 3.
Proof. Examination of the possible vertex stabilizers shows that none acts transitively on the 3-arcs
starting at a vertex, and so no such graph can exist. 
7. Automorphism groups
If a group G has a normal subgroup N which acts intransitively on vertices, then we deﬁne the
quotient graph ΓN to have vertex set the N-orbits on VΓ , and two N-orbits B1 and B2 are adjacent
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we let Γ (β) denote the set of neighbors of β in Γ , then the original graph is said to be a cover of ΓN
if |Γ (β)∩ B2| = 1 for each edge {B1, B2} in ΓN and β ∈ B1. Finally, a group G acting transitively on a
set Ω is said to be quasiprimitive if every nontrivial normal subgroup of G acts transitively on Ω .
We present the following useful theorems:
Theorem 7.1. (See [8, Theorem 1.1].) Let Γ be a ﬁnite connected G-locally primitive graph such that G has two
orbits 1 and 2 on the set of vertices of Γ with each |i | > 1. Let N be a normal subgroup of G, maximal
subject to being intransitive on both orbits 1 and 2 . Then ΓN is a (G/N)-locally primitive graph, Γ is a
cover of ΓN , and ΓN satisﬁes at least one of the following:
(a) ΓN ∼= Kn,n′ .
(b) G/N acts faithfully and quasiprimitively on both of its orbits on VΓN .
(c) G/N acts faithfully on both its orbits on VΓN but only acts quasiprimitively on one of them. Furthermore,
there exists M  G containing N, transitive on one G-orbit but intransitive on the other, and ΓM is a star.
Moreover, if Γ is locally (G, s)-arc transitive, then ΓN is locally (G/N, s)-arc transitive.
Theorem 7.2. (See [8, Theorem 1.2].) Let Γ be a ﬁnite locally (G, s)-arc transitive connected graph with s 2
such that G acts faithfully and quasiprimitively on both of its orbits 1 and 2 . Then the action of G is of type
HA, TW, AS, or PA on both orbits or of type SD on one orbit and type PA on the other orbit.
For a full explanation of each type of quasiprimitive action, Section 2 of [8] is an excellent resource.
Another useful tool is the following, a proof of which is nearly exactly the same as in [5,
Lemma 2.1]:
Lemma 7.3. Let Γ be a ﬁnite connected graph with maximum valency d and automorphism group G. Then, for
any vertex α, each prime divisor of |Gα | is at most d.
We will also need the following:
Lemma 7.4. (See [4, Lemma 4.1.4].) Let S and W be two ﬁnite nonabelian simple groups and W  S. Suppose
that S is transitive on  (|| > 1). Denote the minimal permutation degree of W by δ. Then || δ.
We will assume now that Sz(q) G  Aut(Sz(q)), Γ is a locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph, and that
Γ is neither an (Aut(Sz(q)),2)-arc transitive graph nor a standard double cover of an (Aut(Sz(q)),2)-
arc transitive graph. Thus we may assume that Γ = Cos(G, L, R) for L, R < G .
Lemma 7.5. The maximum valency d of any such graph Γ is q + √2q + 1, and d < q2/2.
Proof. By Theorem 6.22, the vertices of Γ have valency an odd prime dividing q + √2q + 1, an odd
prime dividing q−√2q+1, an odd prime dividing q−1, or 2n , where 2n  q. Thus the largest possible
valency is q + √2q + 1 (note that this is actually attained in Example 5.9). It is elementary to show
that q + √2q + 1< q2/2 for q 8, and this proof is left to the reader. 
Let A := Aut(Γ ), α = L ∈ VΓ , and let 1 = [G : L] and 2 = [G : R]. We note that 1 is the
G-orbit containing α, and we let A+ = A1 . Note further that G  A+ . We will proceed largely as
in [5]; however, here we cannot prove a direct analogue of [5, Lemma 7.2] and must use a different
method whenever this lemma is called upon.
Lemma 7.6. Let N  X  A+ , where G  X. If N is intransitive on 1 , then N is intransitive on 2 .
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N-orbit of 1 and suppose that there exists γ ∈ 2 that is not adjacent to any vertex of Σ . Γ is
a connected graph, so there exists δ ∈ 2 adjacent to a vertex β ∈ Σ . By hypothesis, N is transitive
on 2, so there exists n ∈ N such that δn = γ . But this automorphism must preserve adjacency, so γ
is adjacent to βn ∈ Σ , a contradiction. Thus every vertex of 2 is adjacent to at least one vertex in
each N-orbit.
Now suppose that for some γ ∈ 2, γ has two neighbors in one N-orbit, say ν and  in the
N-orbit Σ1. Since N is intransitive on 1, there must be another N-orbit of 1, say Σ2. The vertex
γ must be adjacent to some vertex of Σ2, say β . Now, Γ is a locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph; in
particular, G is 2-transitive on the neighbors of γ . Thus there exists g ∈ G such that γ g = γ ,ν g = ν ,
and  g = β . Furthermore, N is transitive on Σ1 by assumption, so there exists n ∈ N such that νn =  .
However,
ν g
−1ng = νng =  g = β.
Since N  X , g−1ng ∈ N , a contradiction to ν and β being in separate N-orbits. Hence each vertex of
2 is connected to exactly one vertex in each N-orbit of 1. Thus if d = deg(γ ) for some γ ∈ 2,
there are exactly d N-orbits of 1.
We now claim that Sz(q) does not preserve these N-orbits. Suppose not. That is, suppose that this
is a system of blocks for Sz(q). Let Σ be one such block of 1. Since Sz(q) is transitive on 1, we
must have that |Sz(q)Σ | ·d = |Sz(q)|. But we know already that d is either p, where p is an odd prime,
or 2n , where nm. It is easy to check that Sz(q) has no subgroups of index p or 2n , a contradiction.
Hence for some N-orbit Σ of 1, there are ν,β ∈ Σ such that for some g ∈ Sz(q), ν g and β g are
in different N-orbits. Furthermore, since N is transitive on Σ , there is an element n ∈ N such that
νn = β . However,
(
ν g
)g−1ng = νng = β g,
and g−1ng ∈ N , a contradiction to the assumption that ν g and β g are in different N-orbits. Therefore,
N cannot be transitive on 2 if it is intransitive on 1. 
We now may prove a lemma analogous to [5, Lemma 7.3].
Lemma 7.7. Assume that G  X  A+ . Then X is an almost simple group and acts quasiprimitively on both
1 and 2 , and Sz(q) soc(X).
Proof. We proceed initially as in [5, Lemma 7.3]. Suppose that X has a nontrivial normal subgroup
N that is intransitive on 1. Let Y := NG . Then Γ is locally (Y ,2)-arc transitive. Since U := Sz(q) is
transitive on 1 and N is intransitive on 1, U  N . Since U is simple and G ∩ N  G , it follows that
G ∩ N = 1 or U  G ∩ N , and since U  N , we have U ∩ N = 1, and so G ∩ N = 1. Thus Y = N : G . By
Theorem 7.1, ΓN is a locally (Y /N,2)-arc transitive graph, and since Y /N ∼= G , ΓN is a locally (G,2)-
arc transitive graph. Moreover, since Γ is a cover of ΓN (which is not a star by Lemma 7.6), if the
vertices of Γ had valencies d1 in 1 and d2 in 2, then the vertices of ΓN also have valencies d1
and d2.
Now, let B = νN and C = γ N for vertices ν ∈ 1 and γ ∈ 2 such that (ν,γ ) ∈ EΓ . Then Gν  GB
and Gγ  GC since B and C are blocks. However, by Lemma 6.6, Γ ∼= ΓN , which means that no orbit
of N can have more than one vertex and |N| = 1. Thus there are no nontrivial, intransitive normal
subgroups of X , and X is quasiprimitive on both 1 and 2.
Now suppose N is a minimal normal subgroup of X . Let Y = NU , where U = Sz(q). Note that N is
transitive on 1 (and 2). As above, since U = Sz(q) is simple, U ∩ N = 1 or U ∩ N = U .
Suppose that U ∩ N = 1. Then Y = N : U . Let Yα,Nα , and Uα be the stabilizers of the vertex
α within the respective groups. Clearly Nα  Yα . We claim further that Yα/Nα ∼= U . Note ﬁrst that
since U and N are transitive on 1, for all g ∈ U if αg = β , another vertex of 1, then there is
an element n ∈ N such that βn = α, and hence for each g ∈ U there is at least one element of the
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where n′ ∈ N and depends only on the action of g1g2 on α, i.e. n′ is a representative from a unique
coset of Nα in N . Thus Yα/Nα is isomorphic to a subgroup of U . Furthermore, since Y = N : U , we
have |Y | = |N||U |, and since all three groups have a transitive action on 1,
|Yα ||1| = |Nα ||1||U |,
i.e. |Yα |/|Nα | = |U |. Thus Yα/Nα ∼= U , and there exists a surjective homomorphism φ : Yα → U . As-
suming α has valency d1, Yα acts on the neighbors of α, and hence U = Sz(q) must also have a
nontrivial permutation representation on at most d1 points. Thus Sz(q) must have a subgroup of in-
dex at most d1 < q2/2 (Lemma 7.5), which it does not, a contradiction. Hence U ∩ N = 1.
Therefore, U = U ∩ N , i.e. Sz(q) = U  N and Sz(q) soc(X).
Finally, we will show that X is almost simple. By Lemma 7.2, X acts with type HA, AS, TW, or
PA on both orbits, or X acts with type SD on one orbit and PA on the other. Note ﬁrst that by [10,
Theorem 1.2], none of the graphs we are considering are of type SD on one orbit and PA on the other,
and it is obvious that X is not acting with type HA. The rest of this proof proceeds largely as in [4,
pp. 47–48].
Suppose that X is acting with type PA. We may assume that soc(X) ∼= T l , where l > 1, and that
X preserves a product structure l . Since U = Sz(q)  soc(X), it follows that Sz(q) is isomorphic to
a subgroup of T . By Lemma 7.4 and the deﬁnition of the product action, we have || q2 + 1, and
since
(
q2 + 1)l  ||l  |1| ∣∣Sz(q)∣∣= q5 − q4 + q3 − q2,
it follows that l = 2. Moreover, since U = Sz(q) acts transitively on 1, it is clear that U acts tran-
sitively on . In other words, || = |U : U| for some subgroup U of U . Examining the maximal
subgroups of U = Sz(q) (Lemma 3.4), the only possibilities for U that make || small enough
are contained in conjugates of H in Sz(q), and so || is divisible by q2 + 1. Furthermore, ||2
divides |1| (since 2 is an X-invariant partition of 1), which means that (q2 + 1)2 divides
|Sz(q)| = q2(q − 1)(q2 + 1). However, q2 + 1 is coprime to both q and q − 1, a contradiction. Hence X
does not act with type PA.
Suppose ﬁnally that X is acting with type TW. Again, soc(X) = T l for some l > 1 and Sz(q) is
isomorphic to a subgroup of T . However, this case is easily ruled out, since soc(X) must have a
regular action on vertices of 1, and |T l| is far too big for this to happen. Therefore, X is acting with
type AS, i.e. X is almost simple. 
We will need the following lemma, whose proof is similar to [4, Lemma 4.2.2] and relies on the
fact that the minimum permutation degree of PSL(2,q) is q + 1 when q = 2m , as it does here.
Lemma 7.8. Let q = 2m and t be a divisor of q − 1 such that 2 t < q − 1. Then O+4 (q) has no subgroup with
index (q − 1)/t.
Now we may prove an analogue of [5, Lemma 7.4]:
Lemma 7.9. The group U = Sz(q) is normal in A = Aut(Γ ).
Proof. We proceed as in [5, Lemma 7.4]. Let T = soc(A+) and let Y = NT (U ). By Lemma 7.7, T is
a nonabelian simple group and U  T . Suppose U = T . Since T is simple, Y = T , so there exists
a subgroup M of T such that Y is a maximal proper subgroup of M; that is, Y <max M  T . By
Lemma 7.7, M is an almost simple group with S := soc(M), and M acts quasiprimitively on 1. Also
by Lemma 7.7, U  S , and since Y = M , we have U < S . (If U = S , then U  M , meaning M  Y ,
a contradiction.) In particular, since S is simple, U is not normal in S , so S  Y . Let B be a nontrivial
M-invariant partition of 1 such that M acts primitively on B. Then Y is transitive on B and MB is
a maximal subgroup of M , M = YMB , where B ∈ B. Now, S is transitive on 1. Thus S is transitive
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and the triple (M, Y ,MB) is classiﬁed in [14]. Noting that soc(Y ) = U = Sz(q), we are in one of the
following cases:
(a) S = Sp4(q),MB ∩ S = O+4 (q);
(b) S = Alt(n) with n  5 such that Alt(n − k)  MB  Sym(n − k) × Sym(k) and Sz(q) is k-
homogeneous (in the degree n action), k 5.
The rest of this proof proceeds like that given on [4, pp. 46–47]. We ﬁrst consider (b). Since
Sz(q) has no k-homogeneous representation for k  3, k = 1 or 2. Furthermore, the minimal index
of a subgroup of Sz(q) is q2 + 1, so n  q2 + 1. Thus |1| · |Aα | = |A+|  |Alt(q2 + 1)|. Now, Sz(q)
is transitive on 1, so |1|  q2(q2 + 1)(q − 1), and thus q2(q2 + 1)(q − 1) · |Aα |  |Alt(q2 + 1)|. By
Chebyshev’s proof of Bertrand’s Conjecture, there is a prime between q2/2 and q2, i.e. there is a
prime p such that p > q2/2 and p divides |Aα |, a contradiction to Lemmas 7.3 and 7.5. Hence this
case cannot occur.
We now consider case (a). We have S = Sp4(q) = Sz(q)O+4 (q). Since Sz(q) is transitive on 1, we
note that S = Sz(q)Sα , and by [14] we may assume further that Sα  O+4 (q). Now, Sα ∩Sz(q) = Sz(q)α .
Noting that |O+4 (q) ∩ Sz(q)| = 2(q − 1), if we let t = |Sz(q)α |, then t must divide 2(q − 1). Given the
potential choices for Sz(q)α (see Section 4), we conclude that t = 2p, where p is a prime dividing
q − 1. Furthermore, since
∣∣Sp4(q)∣∣= |Sz(q)| · |Sα ||Sz(q) ∩ Sα| ,
we have |Sα | = q2(q2 − 1)(q + 1) · t , and hence






= q − 1
p
.
However, this is a contradiction to Lemma 7.8. Hence this case cannot happen either, so Sz(q) = T
and Sz(q) is normal in A+ . Since Sz(q) is nonabelian simple and A+ is a subgroup of A of index at
most 2, we conclude that Sz(q) A = Aut(Γ ). 
Lemma 7.10. If Γ is a locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph that is not (G,2)-arc transitive nor the standard
double cover of a (G,2)-arc transitive graph, then the full automorphism group A = Aut(Γ ) is not transitive
on the vertices of Γ . Furthermore, Sz(q) A  Aut(Sz(q)).
Proof. We proceed largely as in [5, Lemma 7.5]. Since we are assuming Γ that is not (G,2)-arc
transitive nor the standard double cover of a (G,2)-arc transitive graph, we may let Γ = Cos(G, L, R)
and let α be the vertex corresponding to L and β the vertex corresponding to R . Obviously, if Γ has
two vertices with different valencies, Γ is not vertex transitive. Thus we will assume Γ is regular. If
A is transitive on VΓ , then there is g ∈ A such that αg = β , g /∈ G . Since there exists x ∈ Aβ such
that αg
2x = α, we note that αgx = β and β gx = α, so without a loss of generality we may assume that
β g = α. This implies that the order of g is even. Let the order of g be 2n1n2, where n2 is odd. Noting
that αg
n2 = β and β gn2 = α, without a loss of generality we may assume further that g is a 2-element.
Furthermore, g2 ∈ A+ since it preserves the bipartition. By Lemmas 7.7 and 7.9, A+ is almost simple
and soc(A+) = Sz(q) = U . Thus A+  Aut(U ) = Aut(Sz(q)). Since |Aut(U ) : U | is odd, we conclude that
g2 ∈ U . By Lemma 7.9, U  A, so U g = U . Again, since Sz(q) has no outer automorphisms of even
order, we have that W := 〈U , g〉 = U × 〈h〉 for some involution h of A that centralizes U . Thus we
may write g = hx, where x is a 2-element of U . Since g does not centralize U , we conclude that x = 1.
Furthermore, we note that Γ is W -edge transitive since U is transitive on 1 and Uα is transitive on
Γ (α). Thus, if L′ = L ∩ U (noting that L = L′ : 〈σ j〉 for some j dividing m), we may represent Γ as
Γ = Cos(W , L′, g). Finally, if R ′ = R ∩ U , we have:
R ′ = Wβ = W gα =
(
L′
)g = (L′)hx = (L′)x.
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(Lemma 2.2), which is (G,2)-arc transitive since Γ is locally (G,2)-arc transitive. Thus Γ is the
standard double cover of a (G,2)-arc transitive graph, a contradiction to our assumptions. Hence
A cannot be transitive on the vertices of Γ .
This implies that A = A+ . Finally, by Lemmas 7.7 and 7.9, we have that U = Sz(q) A  Aut(U ), as
desired. 
Example 7.11. By Lemma 7.10, the graphs constructed in Examples 5.13 and 5.30 are examples of
regular locally 2-arc transitive graphs that are not vertex transitive.
Now we consider when two locally (G,2)-arc transitive graphs are isomorphic where Sz(q) G =
Sz(q) : 〈σ j〉 Aut(Sz(q)) for j dividing m.
Lemma 7.12. If Γ1 = Cos(G, L, R) and Γ2 are two locally (G,2)-arc transitive graphs each with vertex va-
lencies d1 and d2 , then Γ1 ∼= Γ2 if and only if there exists g ∈ NSz(q):〈σ 〉(L) ∩ NSz(q):〈σ 〉(L ∩ R) such that
Γ2 ∼= Cos(G, L, Rg).
Proof. First, assume that such a g exists. By Lemma 2.1, we may consider G  Aut(Γ1) (where the
action of G on right cosets is by multiplication), it is easy to see that, since (L, R) ∈ EΓ1, (Lg, Rg) ∈
EΓ1 with respective vertex stabilizers L and Rg . By Lemma 2.1, Γ1 ∼= Cos(G, L, Rg) ∼= Γ2, as desired.
Now suppose that Γ1 ∼= Γ2. Since Γ2 ∼= Γ1, Γ2 is a locally (G,2)-arc transitive graph that is not G-
vertex transitive, and so Γ2 ∼= Cos(G, L′, R ′) for subgroups L′ and R ′ of G . Without a loss of generality,
we may assume that L is the stabilizer of a vertex α and L′ the stabilizer of a vertex γ on the same
side of the bipartition. By deﬁnition, there exists x ∈ G such that γ x = α. Since the stabilizer of a
vertex within G is unique, this means that (L′)x = L, and so we may represent Γ2 as Cos(G, L, (R ′)x).
Now, (L, (R ′)x) ∈ EΓ2 in this new representation, and Γ2 is G-edge transitive, so, arguing as above,
there exists an element g ∈ NSz(q):〈σ 〉(L) such that Rg = (R ′)x . Furthermore, we may choose g such
that (L ∩ R)g = L ∩ R . Therefore, Γ2 ∼= Cos(G, L, Rg) for some g ∈ NSz(q):〈σ 〉(L) ∩ NSz(q):〈σ 〉(L ∩ R), as
desired. 
The following lemma gives a necessary and suﬃcient condition for two graphs in one of the fami-
lies constructed in Section 5 to be isomorphic.
Lemma 7.13. Let L and R be two subgroups of G such that L and R are 2-transitive on [L : L ∩ R] and [R :
L∩ R], respectively. If N1 := NSz(q):〈σ 〉(L)∩NSz(q):〈σ 〉(L∩ R) and N2 := NSz(q):〈σ 〉(R)∩NSz(q):〈σ 〉(L∩ R), then
Γ1 = Cos(G, L, Rx) is isomorphic to Γ2 = Cos(G, L, R y) if and only if y ∈ N2xN1 .





)∼= Cos(G, Lg, Rxg)= Cos(G, L, Rhy)= Cos(G, L, R y)= Γ2.
Now suppose that Γ1 ∼= Γ2. By Lemma 7.12, there exists g ∈ N1 such that Rxg = R y . Thus
yg−1x−1 ∈ N2, and so y ∈ N2xN1, as desired. 
Corollary 7.14. The graphs in the families constructed in Section 5 are pairwise nonisomorphic.
Proof. This follows from the constructions and Lemmas 7.12 and 7.13. 
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